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Abstract

In this project, a new type of Model Predictive controller (MPC) is developed. The name MPC is

derived from the fact that the controller makes a prediction of the influence of control actions on

future output behaviour, based on an explicit model of the process. The controller described in

this thesis uses a state-space model as process description, which provides the opportunity to

model unstable processes and to predict the future plant behaviour over an infinite period of time.

Using this state-space model, a very flexible quadratic objective function is implemented in the

controller. As a consequence of the infinite horizon, nominal stability can be guarantied. We

found, however, one exception to this statement: the controller can get unstable when a non

minimum-phase model is used and constraints on the output have to be satisfied. Solutions for

that problem are proposed in this thesis. The flexibility of the objective function is obtained by
using three weighing matrices, Q, R and S, with which the relative importance of respectively

output target tracking, limiting the absolute value of the inputs and limiting the rate-of-change of

the inputs can be adjusted. Furthermore, changes in the desired process-output behaviour can be

specified either as a setpoint-step or as a reference-trajectory. All these features together give the

engineer total control over the behaviour of the controller. The new controller is implemented in
SIMULINK, and used for controlling industrial processes in various simulations. The results of

these simulations are discussed in this thesis and show a promising performance.

Thereafter, the implemented controller is used to develop a new method for eliminating unmeas

ured disturbances. Because of its robustness, simplicity and integral action, output step

disturbance estimation (normal output-feedback) is chosen as basis for the new method. The main

problem of normal output-feedback is the fact that this method is only able to completely elimi

nate step-like output disturbances. In all other cases, some deviation between process output and

model output will remain. In this thesis, a method is proposed which is able to model the output

error that resides when normal output-feedback is applied. The model is obtained by fitting an

AR model on a saved data-set of the past residual error at each sample-time. The increased per

formance of the proposed method depends on the amount of determinism in the output-error, the

number of delays in the system and the restrictions posed on the control signais. In case of long

delays, the output error must contain enough determinism to make proper pre<iictions of the re

sidual error further ahead than the number of the delays. In case there is no determinism at all
(white noise), the method is not performing worse than normal output-feedback. Tests ofthe

disturbance prediction method have shown fairly impressive results.

In the future, a comparison should be made between a real-time version of the new controller and

existing industrial MPC controllers, to be able to exactly evaluate the performance. Furthermore,

the functionality of the controller should be slightly extended in order to meet all industrial re
quirements. Future research on the disturbance prediction method should be directed to the im

plementation of this method in a real-time MPC controller in order to check the performance in a
practical environment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Industrial processes

SETP~/NTn:S·~i

Many oftoday's industrial processes, especially in the petro-chemical industry, are characterized

by the fact that they operate on a wide spectrum of conditions. As a consequence, high demands

are made upon the systems that control these processes in terms of flexibility and performance. In
general, these demands can be divided into four categories:

• Hardware: The control system must not drive the process outside the physicallimi
tations of the equipment in the system of plant and controller;

• Quality: Products generated by the industrial process usually have to conform to

customer defined specifications. It is the task of the control system to manipulate the

process such that these specifications are indeed satisfied;

• Economics: The process has to be operated as economically as possible. In general,
this can be associated with dynamically optimizing an operating-cost function;

• Safety and environment: Some process variables must not violate specified bounds

for reasons of personnel or equipment safety, or because of environmental regula

tions.

Two important characteristics, which greatly determine the control-technology that has to be

used, can be extracted from the description of the four categories: first, the controller has to be

able to satisfy various bounds. As aresuit very flexible constraint handling must be part of the

functionality of the control technology. Second, the controller must be capable of dynarnically

solving some optimization problem. In practice, this means manipulating various variables in

such manner that the process is always operated as optimally as possible. Model Predictive Con

trol (MPC) is the only control technology which can provide this functionality to its full extent.

The origin of the MPC technology can be traced back to a set of papers which appeared in the

late 1970s. In 1978 Richalet et al. [1] described successful applications of "Model Predictive

Heuristic Control" and in 1979 engineers from Shell (Cutier and Ramaker [2]; Prett and Gillette,

1979) outlined "Dynamic Matrix Control ". In both applications an explicit dynamic model of the

plant is used to predict future actions of manipulated variables on the output. MPC derives its
name from this characteristic feature.

The development of most of the industrial MPC controllers used today has been performed a

fairly long time ago. At that time, the functionality of the controllers had to be limited, simply

because of a lack of computational speed. Nowadays, this limitation is not necessary anymore.

5
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Apart from that, the development of MPC technology has evolved throughout the years, which

resulted in some very interesting new ideas. The two observations together are the reason for

starting the development of a new MPC controller which has to exploit the full strength of the

MPC controller and can be used to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of the previous

mentioned new ideas. The fonnal description of the objective of this project is stated in par a

graph 1.2.

1.2 Objectives of the project

An interesting new development in the field ofModel Predictive Control is the approach

developed by Rawlings and coworkers ofthe University ofTexas [l2} [13} [l4} [15}

[17} [18}. Based on articles ofthese researchers, an MPC controller has to be deve l

oped. implemented in MATLAB and tested. The goal ofthe project is to obtain better in

sight in the practical merits ofthese type ofcontrollers. Testing ofthe developed

controller will therefore be performed in SIMULlNK on some rigorous models ofindus

trial processes.

The research perfonned during this project is structured as follows:

• Evaluation of existing MPC controllers and study of the latest developments;

• Definition of the specifications for the new controller;
• Implementation of the controller according to the specifications;

• Evaluation of the perfonnance of the implemented controller.

1.3 Outline

In the next chapter, a comprehensive overview of the general MPC technology is given. Further

more, two basic types of MPC controllers are described and compared with each other. In chapter

three the state-space MPC controller which is developed during this project will be discussed,

followed by a chapter on a disturbance correction method that predicts future output disturbance

behaviour based on an on-Hne estimated disturbance model. Chapter 5 contains a short descrip

tion of the industrial process that is used in the various simulation and thereafter analyses the

results of these simulations. Finally, conclusions and recommendations for future research are

given in chapter 6.

6
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Chapter 2

MPC: a survey

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will give a comprehensive overview of the general functionality of a MPC

controller. The overview starts in paragraph 2.2 with a discussion of a widely used type of MPC:

Dynamic Matrix Control. In this context, not the commercial product DMC is meant but the con

trol technique developed by Cutler and Ramaker [2] and described by Garcia, Prett and Morari

in [6][8][9]. Thereafter, differences between DMC and another MPC clone, Model Algorithmic

Control [6][8][9][16], are pointed out. These two types ofMPC together give a fairly good im

pression of what MPC currently has to offer. Finally paragraph 2.3 takes a look at some basic

design- and implementation matters which enables us to construct a list of requirements that the

new MPC controller at least has to fulfil. After having red this section, enough knowiegde about

the current MPC controllers is obtained to be able to recognize the importance and advantage of

the extended functionality of the MPC controller developed during this project.

2.2 DMe

2.2.1 The MPC controller

The control method studied in this project is called Model Predictive Control because of the

manner in which the controllaw in a MPC controller is computed: the controller computes at

each time instance the optimal manipulated variables based on a prediction of the process output

behaviour in the near future. The controller is able to make this prediction because of an intemal

model of the process. That is the reason why MPC is sometimes referred to as Intemal Model

Control (IMC) [3][4][5], although the class IMC consists of more types of controllers than MPC

only.

MPC is comparabie with the Linear Quadratic Control Problem (LQC) with respect to the opti

mization criteria and the models used. The difference is, however, that constraints on process and

manipulated variables can be explicitly taken into account by a MPC controller. This is estab
lished by solving the quadratic optimization problem at each sample moment.

A MPC controller consists of four basic elements:

• a model of the process (M);

• a description of the desired process output behaviour (Ys);

• a criterion that is evaluated to compute the optimal manipulated variables (Q);

• an algorithm which perforrns the above mentioned evaluation (Q).
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These elements are put together in figure 2.1 to form the block diagram of a MPC controller.
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Fig. 2.1: The general block diagram ofa MPC controller.

The contribution of the different blocks in figure 2.1 to the overall functionality of the MPC co n

trolIer will become clear in the next paragraph, in which a snapshot is given of the actions that

have to be performed by the MPC controller at each time instance.

2.2.2 The control algorithm

Let us assume that a model of the process is available. As shown in figure 2.2 at the present time

k the behaviour of the process over a horizon P (the prediction horizon) is considered.

k+P

Past Future

mek)

k k+1 k+M

11olI~'----- ControI horizon .1

11olI<ll------ Prediction horizon ------~.I

----+ time

Fig.2.2: The receding horizon approach ofModel Predictive Control.
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Using the model, the process response to changes in the manipulated variables is predicted. Cur

rent and future moves of the manipulated variables are selected such, that the predicted responses

have certain desirabie (optimal) characteristics. Only the first computed change in the manipu

lated variables is implemented. At time k+ 1 the computation is repeated with the horizon moved

by one time interval. This approach is called receding horizon since the problem is solved at each

time instance over the same number of future time horizon steps.

Surnmarizing, the controller formulation is composed of two distinct steps:

1. the output prediction must be constructed based on the model (M) and other information

available as plant measurements and disturbance measurements;

2. having made this prediction, a set of future variabie moves must be computed such that some

criterion is optimized.

In paragraph's 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 we williook at the formula's that are implementing the above de

scribed controllaw in case we are using a DMC controller.

2.2.3 The prediction of future output behaviour

We've discussed previously that a MPC controller makes predictions of future output behaviour

based on an intemal model of the controlled process. The DMC controller uses a step-response

model as process representation. The input/output relation of the process can therefore be written

as:

y(k + 1)
~

LS;L1u(k + 1- i) + w(k)
;=1

(2.1)

In equation (2.1) wek) is the collective term for all unmeasured disturbances and model mis

matches. In practice, it is not possible to use a step-response model with an infinite number of
coefficients and the summation in (2.1) will be truncated. The truncated step-response model is:

N.•

y(k+1) = LS;~u(k+1-i)+w(k)+y(k-N.)
;=1

With y(k-N.,) the initial condition of the truncated step-response model:

(2.2)

(2.3)

The output of the process is influenced by the manipulated variables mek) through the process

model Pm , by the measured disturbances dek) through the disturbance model Pd and by the un
measured disturbances wek). (see figure 2.3)
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m--+1

d

SETPf;)/NTIl:S·1.i

t-------+ y

Fig.2.3: The influence ofthe manipulated variables mand measured disturbance don y.

Assume that the manipulated variabie m has dimension Nm and that the measured disturbance d
has dimension Nd. Then Pm , the influence of m on y, and Pd, the influence of d on y, can be de

scribed by the following step-response coefficients:

sm SdI I
Sm Sd2 2

Sm = Sd = (2.4)

SZm-2 Sd
Nr 2

SZ _I Sd
m Nrl

With the aid of fig. 2.3 and equation (2.4) we are able to rewrite equation (2.2) into:

N, N,

y(k+l) = ISimfun(k+l-i)+ ISidM(k+l-i)+w(k)+y(k-Ns) (2.5)
~I i~

Based on equation (2.5) the future process output behaviour is predicted over a certain time

horizon. In this prediction it is assumed that the input of the disturbance model d(k+i) stays con

stant in the future and can be measured at the current time k. In other words: it is assumed that

M(k+l)=0 jg<.y (2.6)

In equation (2.7) the forrnulas for the predicted process-output values y(k + i) are shown over the

prediction horizon P. The vector f (k + t) in (2.7) represents all influences from the past.

y(k + 1) S~ 0 0 0 fun(k) y*(k+l) w(k)

y(k+2) sm sm 0 0 fun(k+ 1) y*(k+2) w(k+ 1)2 I
Y(k +3) = sm sm sm 0 fun(k + 2) + y*(k+3) + w(k+2) (2.7)

3 2 1

y(k+ P) sm S';.I S';.2 Sm fun(k+ P-l) y*(k+P) w(k+ P-l)p I

10
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Equation (2.7) can be rewritten in a more compact matrix form:

Y(k+l) = S·M1(k)+Y"(k+l)+W(k)

SETPfJ/NT°:S·1.i

(2.8)

The matrix S of step-response coefficients forms tbe so called dynamic matrix to which the name

DMC refers.

The formula in equation (2.8) for the prediction of future outputs consists of three elements: the

first term in equation (2.8) represents all current and future values for the manipulated variables,

the second term only consists of past values for the manipulated variables and measured distur

banees and is fully known at the current time k. Finally, the third element in equation (2.8) repre

sents the estimate of the future values for the unmeasurable disturbanees.

The term .f (k + e), j5:t<J , in equation (2.8) is computed according to the following equation:

Ns N,

J"(k+z)= LS;~m(k+l-j)+LSf~d(k+l-j)+S/dM(k)+y(k-N..) (2.9)
j=I+1 j=/+1

The first part of equation (2.9) represents the influence of past manipulated variables, the second

part represents the influence of past (before time k) measured disturbances, the third part is the

contribution of the most recent measured disturbance change and the last term is the initial co n

dition of the truncated step-response model. Equation (2.9) shows that feedforward compensation

is obtained naturally with this output prediction formulation since the effect of measurable di s

turbances (d) is explicitly included.

The future values of the unmeasured disturbance w(k) will be set equal to the currently measured
output error:

wek +e) = wek) = y(k)- y"(k) (2.10)

Equation (2.10) means that the current disturbance is assumed to be a step that stays constant in

the future. In practice a true step-disturbance on the output seldom occurs so the implementation

choice in equation (2.10) is very limiting. In chapter 4 we will therefore propose an extended

output-disturbance correction method.

11
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2.2.4 The computation of future manipulated variables

SETPfJINTII:pI·~i

We have discussed previously that a MPC controller tries to compute the manipulated variables

(MV's) such that some quadratic criterion is optimized. With OMC this criterion looks as fol

lows:

(2.11)

With: Mis the control-horizon, Àm(k+t) = 0 "i/ t>M ; Mg>;

P is the prediction horizon;

Q and S are weighing matrices.

As can be seen in equation (2.11) the control algorithm of a OMC controller not only optimizes

the output but also tries to keep the changes in the manipulated variables under control by appl y

ing weights on the manipulated variables. Sufficiently large weights Scan be used to obtain

nominal stability. This detuning capability is also one of the reason why MPC controllers have

shown to be fairly robust to model mismatch. The tuning of the weights and the determination of

the horizon lengths is discussed in the next paragraph.

The quadratic criterion suppresses large deviations from the target heavier than smaller ones. As

a consequence, the output will always stay pretty close to the desired output behaviour and ex

treme deviations will not occur. .

If a constrained OMC controller is used, the computation of an optimal solution for the problem

in equation (2.11)is bounded by the following constraints:

Mlow (k ):5: M (k ):5: Mhigh (k )

ÀM low (k ) :5: ÀM(k ) :5: ÀMhigh (k )

~ow(k + i):5: f(k + i):5: Yhjgh (k + i)

(2.12)

In other words: bounded by respectively constraints on the amplitude of the manipulated vari

ables, constraints on the rate of change of the manipulated variables and constraints on the am

plitude of the process outputs.

The QP enforces inequality constraints rigorously at all executions, (i.e. they are all hard co n

straints). Por violations of these constraints far into the future, the manipulated variabie moves

required to eliminate them willlikely be small. On the other hand, imminent violations may re

quire severe input moves for correction. Moreover, if the constrained system is non-minimum

phase, the sequence of future moves in the vector ÀM(k) produced by the solution of the QP may

12
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grow in size indefinitely (the system becomes unstable). An example of such a situation and pos

sible ways to avoid it will be given in paragraph 5.3.2.

In paragraph 2.3, MAC, another type of MPC, will be compared with the DMC controller to find

out what advantages and disadvantages this controller type has over DMC. The knowledgde of

the characteristics of both types of MPC enables us to specify the desired functionality of the new

MPC controller.

2.2.5 Tuning

The DMC controller provides the control engineer with the following tuning parameters:

• horizon lengths;

• quadratic criterion weights;

• constraints.

Horizon lengths:
The control-horizon determines the number of input moves the controller is allowed to apply to

optimize the output-behaviour. In general, more input moves means more freedom in optimizing

the quadratic criterion and therefore better output-target tracking. However, more control moves

results in the fact that the controller is able to apply stronger manipulations at the beginning of

the horizon. The controller is able to do so because of the fact that he can correct the effects of

this stronger manipulations with the rest of the future manipulated variabie moves. On the other

hand, when the controller is allowed to make only one or two control moves, he has to choose

those moves such that the output behaviour is optimalover the whole prediction horizon. In that

case, the manipulated variabie moves will be more gentle. The prediction horizon has to be long

enough to incorporate all important effects in the output behaviour. A very long prediction hori

zon generally provides good target tracking but slow response, especially in the case of a short

control horizon. A short prediction horizon can speed-up the response of the controller but can

also introduce instability because the controller misses some important effects in the output

response which are happening after the end of the prediction horizon.

Objective function weights and constraints:
The objective function weights in the DMC criterion determine the trade-off between output tar

get tracking and limited manipulated variabie values. They influence both the speed of response

and the stability of the controller. Large weights on the output in the quadratic criterion improve

target-tracking and speed of response. Large weights on the rate of change of the manipulated

variables improve the stability of the control-system. The tuning with weights is less transparent

then the use of constraints. For instance, if weights are chosen such that fast varying manipulated

are penalized stronger than output-deviations, a very large output-deviation will still be corrected

with severe input moves. This a consequence of the fact that the contribution of the product

/.Qoy to the criterion value and the contribution of !:iuT·S·!:iu are kept in balance. With con-

13
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straints, however, the constraint on the rate of change of the mv's is hard, which means that it

may never be violated. Constraints are thus more "c1ear" tuning parameters than the objective

function weights. However, they introduce a non-linearity into the controller which makes the

stability of the controller difficult to define and thus difficult to prove. It is possible that co n

straints are applied too tight to find a solution for the quadratic criterion. The optimization pro b

lem is then said to be infeasible. In that case, the controller has to search for the best solution

with minimal constraint violations. One way to find such solution is iteratively shifting the start

of the output-constraint window ahead, until a feasible solution can be obtained. In chapter 5, an

example will be given of a situation in which an output-constraint actually makes the control

system unstable. Great care must be taken in the application of constraints.

14
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2.3 Model Aigorithmic Control

Model Algorithmic Control (MAC) is, like DMC, a form of model predictive contro!. The basic
functionality is therefore the same as DMC. However there are some differences, especially in

the intemal model and the quadratic criterion, which will be explained hereafter:

1. Instead of a step-response model with ~u(k)' s, MAC uses an impulse-response model for the

prediction of future output behaviour:

N

y(k+l) = LH;u(k+l-i)+w(k)
;=1

(2.13)

2. In paragraph 2.2, we have discussed that DMC uses output step-disturbance correction which
means that the currently measured output-error is assumed to be constant in the future. MAC

on the other hand, filters the prediction of the future output error:

w(k + 1) = a· w(k +1- 1) + (1 - a)(y(k) - y*(k)) (2.14)

Physically, equation (2.14) is established by placing a filter with parameter a in the feedback

loop. The controller block diagram with feedback filtering is shown in figure 2.4.

-
d

m

+ I

I

I,
"y

.. I
~,

~I
8'
Ol
~,

I

I
I

I
,'--------------1
I I

,---------------------------------------~

Fig. 2.4: MAC controller block diagram.

The filter in this controller scheme provides a more transparent specification of closed loop

response in case of disturbances and model mismatch than the weights in the DMC quadratic
criterion. The ideal situation would be the combination of both approaches: first select the
weights in the (DMC) criterion to obtain a stabie controller Q with a relatively fast response.

Then a filter is included, as shown in figure 2.4, to tune disturbance rejection and obtain ro
bustness.
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3. The quadratic criterion used in MAC is:

p

min LII~(k + 1)- Yd (k + 1~12
m(k)...m(k+M-1) 1=1

SETPf4)/NTD:S·J,.i

(2.15)

Equation (2.15) shows that MAC only optimises the output. No input term is used in the

quadratic criterion and no tuning weights can be applied. A MAC controller is therefore

much harder to stabilize because the easy stabilisation method of penalizing the manipulated

variables m can't be used. Another important aspect of the criterion in equation (2.15) is the

fact that the output isn't optimised with respect to a setpoint, but with respect to a reference

trajectory. This reference trajectory is a an exponential trajectory from the predicted output to

the setpoint:

(2.16)

With a first order reference trajectory and a non minimum-phase process, stability problems can

occur in the control system. This is due to the fact that the controller is trying to place the higher

order non minimum-phase process on the first order reference trajectory during a setpoint change.

In order to suppress the non minimum-phase behaviour, high-frequent moves of the manipulated

variables have to be used. The results of a simulation in which this problem occurs are discussed

in paragraph 5.3.1.2.
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2.4 Choices in the design of a MPC controller

Based on the knowledge that the study of the two main types of MPC controllers has given us, we

can construct the following list of important aspects of the design of an MPC controller. These

aspects are taken into account in the design of the new MPC controller and will therefore rea p

pear in the discussion of that controller in the next chapter.

• The selection of the manipulated variables (MV's) and the process variables (PV's):

The goal of the optimisation of the quadratic criterion in a MPC controller is to use the fre e

dom of the manipulated variables in such a way that the process variables (outputs) are

placed on their desired or optimal values. The complexity of the control-algorithm which

executes the optimisation is influenced by the number of independent variables. In other

words: by the number of MV' s. Therefore, the selection of process-inputs that will be used as

manipulated variables must be made very careful. The choice of the controlled variables is

more straight-forward: they are the process-outputs that have to follow some desired behav

iour. "Don't care" process outputs are usually not taken into account by the control algo

rithm.
One way to reduce the computational complexity of the control-algorithm while at the same

time use enough MV's to retain optimal control over the PV's, is an implementation method

called blocking. With blocking the manipulated variables are not allowed to change at each

time instance. Rather, blocks of MV's are formed and only the MV's in the active block are

evaluated at the current time instance. In this way, MV's are kept constant for a number of

samples which reduces the computational burden. The number of blocks and the assignment
of the MV' s to the different blocks is a decision that has to be made during the design of the

controller;

• The internal model:

The various types of MPC controllers mainly distinguish themselves by the quadratic crite

rion and the intemal presentation of the process behaviour. Three common types of process

models are:

• Impulse-response model;

• Step-response model;

• State-space model;

• The sample time:

In general, the sample-time should be at least set to half the fastest time-constant to be able to

describe even the fastest dynamics in the system of plant and controller (without taking dis

turbances into account). However, we've pointed out and will point out at various places in
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this thesis that the number of computations to be performed at each time instance is infl u

enced by a lot of different factors. The sample-time is downward limited by the combination

of the number of computations and the speed of the CPU that performs these computations. It

is possible that the computations take more time than the desired sample-time. In order to

solve this problem, the flexibility and performance of the MPC has to be limited to lower the

computational burden and to reach the desired sample-time. Nowadays, computing power has

reached such a level that this limitation is less severe.

• Choice between setpoint and reference trajeetory:

Ouring the discussion of the quadratic criteria of OMC and MAC, we explained that the

OMC controller optimises the output with respect to the setpoint. MAC on the other hand,

uses a reference trajectory from the current output value to the (new) setpoint. In other words,

the criterion in MAC is only concemed about the behaviour of the output. By no means can

anything be specified about the inputs. OMC takes, apart from the output value, also the rate

of change of the inputs in account, but can't specify as much about the output behaviour as

MAC. The difference in the output behaviour between the use of a setpoint-step and a refer

ence-trajectory is shown respectively in figure 2.5 and 2.6.

i
o

i

-time

i

---------- ::.e----------

-time

Fig.2.5: The use ofa setpoint-step. Fig.2.6: The use ofa reference-trajectory.

We can describe the difference in tuning between the two methods as follows: without any

weighing of the rate of chaoge of the manipulated variables in OMC, the output will quickly

transit to the new setpoint but will show some overshoot. To control the overshoot and make

the setpoint transition more fluent, limitations on the manipulated variables cao be applied.

With MAC, the setpoint transitions will be fluent but will take longer than with OMC. The

manipulated variables are not optimised and can therefore take on very high values. To con

trol the behaviour of the maoipulated variables, the reference-trajectory slope has to be fla t

tened. However, with MAC we are not able to supress high-frequent moves of the

manipulated variables that occur when the controller is trying to place a higher-order process

on a first-order reference trajectory. Summarising: MAC uses the output specification to

control the inputs to some extent. OMC on the other hand uses the inputs to control the be

haviour of the output. The greatest flexibility is of course obtained when both specification

methods cao be applied at the same time!
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• The quadratic criterion:
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The control algorithm of a MPC controller is mainly based on the optimization of aquadratic

criterion. Consequently, changes in this criterion greatly influence the performance of the

controller. For that reason, it is recommendable to make the tuning of that criterion as flexi

bIe as possible. Choices which have to be made when constructing the quadratic criterion are:

• setpoint or reference trajectory;

• weighing of absolute input values;
• weighing of rate of change of the inputs;

• finite or infinite horizon

These aspects will all be discussed in more detail at various other places in this thesis.

• Horizons:

We've explained previously that a MPC controller contains two horizons: the prediction ho

rizon P and the control horizon N. The prediction horizon is the number of time instances in

the future at which the behaviour of the process output is predicted and evaluated. The co n

trol horizon is the number of time instances at which optimal values for the manipulated vari

ables are computed, thereafter the manipulated variables are kept constant. The prediction

horizon is always longer than the control horizon and must be chosen long enough to capture

all the important effects in the future process behaviour. In general, robust performance of the

MPC controller can be improved by enlarging the prediction horizon (less nervous control)

but at the same time the computational requirements are enlarged too. A large control horizon

gives the controller more freedom in the optimisation ofthe quadratic criterion and will im

prove the controller performance. However, this freedom is established by the fact that the

manipulated variables are allowed to change over a longer time-period in the future, so more

values for the manipulated variables have to be computed. In that case, computing the opti

mal solution for the criterion takes more time. Another aspect that determines the length of

the control horizon is the speed of the dynamics ofthe process. For example, it doesn't make

sense to allow changes in the manipulated variables further ahead than the point at which the

process has reached it's steady-state.

Sometimes, it can be necessary to skip the first output predictions in the prediction horizon

and to start comparing the predicted and desired outputs not until a few samples in the future.

This is especially the case when controlling non minimum phase processes. Then, for robust

ness reasons it is better to skip the non minimum-phase part and let the controller concentrate

on optimising the rest of the step-response. In this way, we are using some kind of window in

which the predicted output is compared with the desired output instead of using the whole
prediction horizon. This window is called the coincidence window; (see fig. 2.7)
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Fig. 2.7: The coincidence window.

• Constraints:

The use of constraints on the MV' s and PV' s requires a lot of computational power because

solving the constraint optimization problem is much harder than the unconstraint problem. To

get round this problem we can evaluate the constraints on the PV's only at dedicated

moments in the prediction horizon, instead of at each time instance. Provided that these

moments are carefully chosen the performance of the controller will not noticably deteriorate.
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Chapter 3

The state-space MPC controller

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 we have discussed the functionality of two commonly used types of industrial MPC

controllers. This discussion showed the advantages and disadvantages of these controllers and

pointed out which aspects of an MPC controller are determining the particular behaviour of the

controller. Based on this knowledge and on some recent articles containing innovative ideas in

the area ofMPC (Muske and Rawlings [12][13][14][15][17][18], Morari [19]), we have designed

and implemented a new MPC controller. This chapter first takes a look at some characteristic

design choices of the new controller (further called LMPC) in section 3.2. Section 3.3 describes

the actual implementation of the controller in MATLAB/SIMULINK.

3.2 Discussion of the main elements

In this section the characteristic features of the LMPC controller will be discussed in a sort of

chronological order: the discussion starts with a description of the intemal model, thereafter d e

scribes the steady-state optimization and ends via the dynamic optimization criterion with a short

discussion regarding stability.

3.2.1 The state-space model

We have decided to base the LMPC controller on a state-space model. The description of such a
model is:

.!(k + 1) = A· .!(k) + B·u(k)

~(k) = C·.!(k)

k = 0,1,2,3, ...
(3.1)

According to Prett and Garcia [6], it is possible to realise any discrete-time linear process

description in the form of (3.1). "Dead-time" cao be added to the state-space model by

augmenting the number of states.

The use of a state-space model in the LMPC controller provides us with the opportunity to model

unstable processes. This is not possible with a FIR or FSR model, because these models are based

on a finite sequence of impulse or step-response coefficients. In the state-space model however,

only some of the eigenvalues of the A matrix have to be made greater than one in order to model

instability. Right now, and may be also in the future, it is not desirabIe to directly control an u n-
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stabie process with a MPC controller. Common practice today is to stabilize the plant with a

dedicated primary controller and use a MPC controller on top of that stabilized system. As we

will see in the section about stability, Rawlings has found a way to control unstable processes

with a state-space controller. This method is implemented in the LMPC controller so future re

search in the field of directly controlling unstable processes is possible. Another advantage of the

use of a state-space model is the fact that the next state of the model only depends of two vari

ables ;!(k) and ylk), while in a FIR or FSR model a long sequence of coefficients have to be saved
in order to determine the next state. Therefore state-space models have less memory and compu

tational requirements than FIR and FSR modeIs.

The control algorithm in the DMC and MAC controllers performs two operations at each time

interval:

1. A backward operation, involving the processing of feedback measurements in order

to estimate current disturbances to evaluate the influence of these disturbances on the

future process behaviour;

2. A forward-Iooking activity implying the computation of control actions such that the

future behaviour of the plant complies with some control objective.

The use of a state-space model does not change much in the above mentioned functionality, ex

cept that a next-state vector has to be computed before the future output can be evaluated.

3.2.2 Disturbance measurement and estimation

Before the control algorithm can make any predictions of the future process behaviour, it has to

detect whether there is a deviation between the output of the process and the output of the model.

This deviation can be caused by disturbances or by amismatch between model and plant. This

detection is performed by measuring the process output and comparing the measurement with the

output of the internal model. After an output-error is detected, predictions have to be made of

future errors in order to optimize the future process output. Three more or less commonly used

computation methods for estimating future output-errors are implemented in the LMPC control
ler. These are:

• Output step-disturbance correction (normal output-feedback);

• Input step-disturbance correction;

• State-disturbance correction.

Each of these methods is optima! for another type of disturbance. In figure 3.1 the different di s

turbances that are acting on a process are shown.
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Fig.3.J: system plant-controller with disturbances.

In the following paragraphs we will discuss each of these estimation methods and show how they

are implemented in the LMPC controller.

• Output step-disturbance correction:

This method measures the current output-error and assumes that this error will stay constant

in the future. In other words: it assumes that the disturbance acting on the output is step-like:

w(k+i) = w(k) = Ymea.,..(k) - Ypred.(k) (3.2)

The prediction of the future output value is corrected with this error-estimate:

y(k+i) = C'x(k+i) + w(k) (3.3)

The method described here is basically the same as the output-error estimation method used

in the DMC controller.

Output-step-disturbance correction is actually applying corrections at the point where the

error is detected: the output. Furthermore, it does not assume more about the dynamics of the

output error behaviour than currently can be measured, except that the error is assumed to be

constant in the future. These two features together guarantee a fairly robust operation.

Moreover, the output step-disturbance method introduces integral action into the controller.

The robustness, however, has its prize: in practice the output-error hardly ever is step-like. As

a consequence, the estimates of the future output-error will not be very accurate and the per

formance of the method will not be high. It is more valid to assume that the output-error is

ramp-like or that a step-disturbance has occurred on the input of the process. A method to

correct such disturbances is discussed in the next paragraph.
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• Input step-disturbance correction:

The reason for using an input step-disturbance method instead of normal output feedback is

already pointed out in the previous paragraph. For that reason, we can immediately start with

the underlying formulas. Like the previous estimation method, the input disturbance is as

sumed to be constant in the future. This approach can be represented by augmenting the sys

tem with a vector of additional states, z, to represent the input step disturbance [12]:

x(k+i) = A·x(k+i-l) + B.(u(k+i-l)+z(k+i-l))

z(k + i) = z(k)

y(k+i) = C·x(k+i-l)

(3.4)

The problem that remains is the determination of z(k). We are able to measure the output

error but how can that measurement be translated to the input? This translation can be made

by the use of a Kalman filter:

(3.5)

Equation (3.5) shows that the estimate of the input step-disturbance at current time k consists

of the estimate made one time interval ago and of a correction term c0I!stituted by a filtered

output-error measurement. Since the input-disturbance is assumed to be step-like, this esti

mate is kept constant over the future time horizon. The filter gain Lz is determined based on

the state-space matrices of thé intemal model and assumptions about the noise-characteristics

(white noise). As a consequence, ifthe noise and the step assumptions are not valid, the Kal

man filter can introduce undesirable and unpredictable output behaviour.

Summarizing: the input step-disturbance estimation method enables the controller to correct

ramp-like output-disturbances, which is a more natural type of disturbance than the output

step-disturbance used in method one. Furthermore, it introduces, like the output step

disturbance method, integral action into the controller. The disadvantage is, however, the fact

that the filter gain Lz in equation (3.5) has to be determined, which makes the method less

transparent to the user than the output step-disturbance method. Moreover, the filter gain is

optimally computed for a certain situation. If this situation is not valid at a certain moment,

for instance because of model mismatch, the error estimation will not be accurate.
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• state disturbance correction:

The same kalman filtering technique can be used to correct state disturbances. The optimal

linear observer for a system corrumpted by zero-mean, uncorrelated, normally distributed

output noise is:

x(k+l) = A·x(k) + B·u(k) + Lx ·(Ymea...(k)-C·x(k)) (3.6)

Since output-measurements are only available up to time k, the estimation of the states for the

remainder of the prediction horizon is defined by:

x(k+ j+l) = A·x(k) + B·u(k) j~l (3.7)

The state-estimation technique described by the equations (3.6) and (3.7) does not contain

integral action. As aresuit, the combined state-estimator/controller will exhibit offset from

the output-target if a step-disturbance enters the system.

We can conclude that none of the three methods is capable of correcting disturbances in a sati s

factory way; The first method is very easy to use and fairly robust, but performance readily dete

riorates if the disturbance is not step-like. The input step-disturbance method can handle a
broader spectrum of disturbances but needs a optimal filter-gain for proper operation, which is

not easy to compute and which is only optimal under certain conditions. The same applies to the

third method. Besides, as we will discuss in the next two sections, the error prediction computed

with the first two methods is applied to the steady-state, while the third method computes cor

rected future-states which influence the dynamical behaviour of the controller and thereby the

stability. In chapter 4 an adaptation to the output-feedback method will be proposed which retains

the transparency but has a much better performance.
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3.2.3 Statie optimization

Before the future output behaviour and the accompanying manipulated variables can be opti

mized, the static value at which the process output should be kept or to whieh it should be trans

ferred, has to be computed. Mainly, this steady-state value depends on the user specified output

target (setpoint). However, the system can be corrupted with noise. The predictions of the future

noise, as discussed in the previous paragraph, are therefore used to correct the steady-state value.

Furthermore, it is not always possible to actually transfer the process to the desired output-target.

The various constraints could be too restrictive or the manipulated variables together do not pro
vide enough freedom to place each output on its target. These considerations are made in the

steady-state optimization method presented in this paragraph.

We have divided the statie optimization into two phases:

1. The first phase consists of the computation ofthe optimal static output-value. This

means that the control algorithm is trying to compute such static manipulated vari

ables that the process output CXs, is equal to the user specified output target value y,.
If this can not be accomplished (because of the reasons mentioned at the beginning of

this paragraph), the process output has to be as close as possible to the desired value.

The deviation of the static process output value Cx,," and the output target y, is defined

as:

E=y -Cx -w, s'

In (3.8), w is the output step-disturbance correction factor.

We can rewrite equation (3.8) with the aid of the state-equation in (3.9)

(3.8)

xs, = Axs, + B(us, + z)

into:

or (3.9)

E=y, - C(I - At B(u,., + z)- w (3.10)

Z is the input step-disturbance correction factor. The statie value of the process ou t

put, Cx"" is optimal if equation (3.10) is as close to zero as possible. The optimiza
tion is performed by the statie quadratic criterion shown in equation (3.11):

subject to:

(3.12)
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If the manipulated variables do not provide enough freedom, some offset will exist

between the desired and the actual value of the process output. The other way round,

if the freedom is just or more than enough, error E will become zero. In that case,

equation (3.11) doesn't have to provide a unique solution. It is possible that more

than one combination of manipulated variabie values is able to make the actual and

desired static output value exactly the same. Statie optimization phase 2 uses this
abundance in freedom to place the manipulated variables at their optimal values.

These ideal resting values (IRV's, [7]) are user specified and usually resembie some

minimum-energy state.

2. The optimization in this phase is only performed if the error E is zero. In that case,

probably enough freedom is left to place the statie manipulated variables Us, as close

as possible to their ideal resting values U,. Equation (3.11) is added as a constraint to

the optimization of the manipulated variables in phase 2. In this way, we are assured

that no changes are made in the result of phase 1 with respect to the process output

value. The quadratic minimization criterion used to optimize the steady-state values

of the manipulated variables is defined as:

(3.13)

subject to:

(3.14)

In equation (3.11) we are using u,-Gus, instead of simply U'-U,v' because the former

notation provides more flexibility in the specification of the ideal resting values. For

instance, with this notation we can specify a ideal resting value for a linear combin a

tion of manipulated variables, which is not possible with the latter notation.

Through the weighing matrices Qs, and Rs, in the quadratic criteria in phase 1 and 2, it is possible

to specify so called "soft priorities" between respectively the outputs (for a process with multiple

outputs) and the manipulated variables. However, it is often desired to specify hard priorities: if

there is not enough freedom to place all outputs at their respective targets, the output with the

highest priority has to be optimized first before the outputs with lesser priorities. This can be

accomplished by iteratively optimizing the outputs one at the time, beginning with the output

with the highest priority. After an output is optimized, its steady-state value has to be added as a

constraint to the optimization of the outputs that still have to be optimized. The same method

must be applied to the optimization in phase 2 if priorities between inputs are specified.
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3.2.4 Dynamic optimization

In the previous paragraph has been discussed how the control-algorithm computes the values to

which the process outputs and manipulated variables statically have to be transferred. Still has to

be determined though, which sequence of future manipulated variables is needed to reach the

steady-state values as optimally as possible (remember fig. 2.2) That is the subject of this section.

For a sufficiently long prediction horizon the receding horizon controller becomes stabilizing,

regardless of the choice of tuning parameters. This is the motivation for Muske and Rawlings

[12][17] to use an infinite horizon in their controller formulation. However, we found during tests

that there is an exception to this general statement: in case of a non minimum-phase model and
output constraints, the control system can get unstable. In paragraph 5.3.2, we propose some

methods to solve this special case. In general, the nominal stability statement is valid. One of the

advantages of the use of a state-space model is that we are actually able to implement such an
infinite horizon controller formulation. Consequently, the LMPC controller presented in this

chapter is based on the minimization of the following infinite horizon quadratic objective func

tion.:

(3.15)

However, an infinite horizon criterion introduces major computational difficulties and is practi

cally not useful. For that reason, we will have to search for a finite parametrization of the infinite

criterion. Muske and Rawlings have solved this problem for MPC controllers based on linear

models and using quadratic criteria with constraints on both the states and inputs. This solution is

used in the LMPC controller and will be discussed in the following alineas.

Assume that the manipulated variables are kept at zero after the control horizon N:

Vf~N: (3.16)

With this assumption we are able to use a finite implementation of the objective function in

equation (3.15). In order to retain the infinite horizon, we introduce a quadratic penalty Q on the

last state Xk+N of the control horizon, which represents the output behaviour from time k+N to

infinity. The finite implementation of the infinite objective function is shown in equation (3.17):

(3.17)

Determination of the terminal state penalty matrix Q depends on the stability of the intemal
model of the controller. For now, we assume that the controller is based on a stabie model. In the

paragraph stability the terminal state penalty will be discussed for unstable models.
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For stabie systems, Q in equation (3.17) is defined as the infinite sum in equation (3.18):

00

Q = LATiCTQCA;

;=0
(3.18)

This infinite sum can be determined from the solution of the following discrete Lyapunov equa

tion [12]:

(3.19)

There are standard methods available for the solution of this equation. Speaking of standard

methods, the criterion in equation (3.17) has to be rewritten into a form which can be handled by

a standard QP-solver. This task is perfomed in appendix D. Here, only the solution is given:

(3.20)

The controller formulation in equation (3.17) computes the manipulated variables such that the

output is transferred to a zero target value. However, if we want to track a non-zero target the

objective function has to be changed to:

min <P k = (Xk+N-Xstf Q(Xk+N-Xst )+
uN

;~~((xk+j -xstf CTQC(Xk+j -Xst )+(Uk+j -Ustf R(uk+j -Ust )+t1.ul+ j St1.uk+j )

(3.21)

Equation (3.21) is equivalent to equation (3.17) with the origin of the system shifted to the

steady-state described by xs/ and Us/' That is exactly the way how the target-tracking is imple

mented in the LMPC controller: first the steady-state values are computed as discussed in para

graph 3.2.3, next the states and inputs of the system are shifted to these steady-state values and

equation (3.17) is used to compute the optimal manipulated variables.

Two other features have to be incorporated in the dynamie optimization: feedforward disturbance

eompensation and referenee trajeetory traeking. These two features are implemented in the

LMPC controller by augmenting the original state space model of the process (A""B"" Cm) with the

feedforward disturbance state-space model (Ap Bp Cf) and the reference trajectory model (AI' Cr):
(note: Ar and Cr describe an output-trajectory from the intitial state at time k to the origin of the
system)

Cr ] (3.22)
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3.2.5 Stability
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The finite implementation we have chosen in the previous paragraph works fine if the intemal

model is stabie. However, if the controller is based on an unstable model, the terminal state pen

alty Q as defined in equation (3.18) cao grow infinitely large. This yields ao unbounded objec

tive function value aod no solution cao be found. Therefore, a constraint is added to the dynamic

optimization problem which guarantees that the unstable modes are zeroed at time k+N. This
method will be discussed in more detail in the following alineas [12][14][15].

We start with partitioning the A matrix ofthe state-space model into a stabie aod ao unstable part:

(3.23)

During this operation, the unstable eigen-values of A are put together in Ju and the stabie ones in

./.,. Based on equation (3.23) the following relations for the stabie and unstable modes, respec

tively t' and zU, cao be defined:

(3.24)

(3.25)

Next, a constraint on the unstable modes at time k+N is added to the quadratic criterion in (3.17):

(3.26)

This constraint guarantees that the unstable modes are zeroed at time k+N. Should this not be the

case, the unstable modes would grow uncontrolled because after time k+N no control moves can
be applied to suppress them. Since the prediction horizon is infinitely large, the value of the 0 b

jective function would become unbounded. The LMPC controller computes therefore such a se

quence of manipulated variabie moves at each time interval, that constraint (3.26) is satisfied.

With the equality constraint ensuring that only the stabie modes contribute to the value of the

quadratic criterion after time k+N-l, Q for unstable systems cao be computed from the stabie

modes in a way similar to equation (3.18).

- -r-
Q = V:, nv:, (3.27)

(3.28)
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3.2.5 Stability
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The finite implementation we have chosen in the previous paragraph works fine if the internal
model is stabIe. However, if the controller is based on an unstable model, the terminal state pen

alty Q as defined in equation (3.18) can grow infinitely large. This yields an unbounded objec

tive function value and no solution can be found. Therefore, a constraint is added to the dynamic

optimization problem which guarantees that the unstable modes are zeroed at time k+N. This

method will be discussed in more detail in the following alineas [12][14][15].

We start with partitioning the A matrix of the state-space model into a stabIe and an unstable part:

A=VN'=[V. v,{~ ~n] (3.23)

During this operation, the unstable eigen-values of A are put together in Ju and the stabIe ones in

J.v• Based on equation (3.23) the following relations for the stabIe and unstable modes, respec

tively land zU, can be defined:

(3.25)

Next, a constraint on the unstable modes at time k+N is added to the quadratic criterion in (3.17):

(3.26)

This constraint guarantees that the unstable modes are zeroed at time k+N. Should this not be the

case, the unstable modes would grow uncontrolled because after time k+N no control moves can

be applied to suppress them. Since the prediction horizon is infinitely large, the value of the 0 b

jective function would become unbounded. The LMPC controller computes therefore such a se

quence of manipulated variabIe moves at each time interval, that constraint (3.26) is satisfied.

With the equality constraint ensuring that only the stabIe modes contribute to the value of the

quadratic criterion after time k+N-I, Q for unstable systems can be computed from the stabIe

modes in a way similar to equation (3.18).

(3.27)

(3.28)
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The infinite sum in equation (3.28) can be obtained from the solution of the following discrete

Lyapunovequation.

(3.29)

For the computation of the solution of (3.29) are standard methods available.

If the system plant/controller is not stabilizable or if the number of unstable modes is greater than

the number of manipulated variabie moves N, then there exist uncontrollable unstable modes

which cannot be brought to zero at the end of the control horizon from an arbitrary initial condi

tion. Both situations williead to infeasibility of the constraint in equation (3.26). The requir e

ments to enable the control of an unstable process based on an unstable internal model are

therefore:

1. the system has to be stabilizable;

2. N?r, in other words: the number ofcontrol moves has to be greater than the number

ofunstable modes r.

The previously discussed controller formulation (3.17) guarantees nominal stability regardless of

the choice of tuning parameters, if the above mentioned requirements are satisfied. The so-called

"tuning for stability", as is required by other types of MPC controllers, is not needed if the LMPC

controller is used. We have stated previously that we have found one exception to the nominal

stability guarantee: in case of a NMP model and output constraints.

For unstable systems, the constraint in equation (3.26) may not be feasible. If the input con

straints are too restrictive for a given initia! condition and value of N, it will not be possible to

zero unstable modes of a stabilizable system at time k+N. There are two possible solutions to

overcome this problem:

1. adjust the input constraints,·

2. adjust the control horizon N.

Since the input constraints represent physicallimits on the plant and cannot be changed arbitrar

ily, feasibility can only be achieved by solution 2. However, enlarging the control horizon causes

the controller to apply more aggressive manipulated variabie moves, which is not always desir

abie. Moreover, if the unstable modes grow faster than the constrained manipulated variables can

suppress, there will be no bounded value N for which the system is stabilizable. We can conclude

that a constrained system is stabilizable if the unstable modes can be brought asymptotically to

zero by an admissible input sequence. If the system is not constrained stabilizable, the process

will have to be redesigned.
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3.3 Implementation

Researchers in the group of J.B. Rawlings at the University of Texas at Austin have developed a

MPC controller which serves as a dedactical tooI accompanying one of their articies [12]. Since

this controller aiready incorporates a fairly great part of the features that the new MPC controller

has to provide, we have asked them for a copy ofthe MATLAB code. They were very willingly
to share the code with me under the condition that I wouid give them feedback regarding my

opinion of the controller. During the evaluation of the Rawlings controller we came upon some
errors in the code and in the accompanying article, which we gave the research group in Texas

notice of.

Right from the start we had to face a rather nasty probIem: the Rawlings code impiemented a mpc

controller in astatic way. That is, the user had to specify all constraints, setpoints, priorities, di s

turbances etc. in advance, whereafter the code computed inputs and outputs for a fixed number of

time intervals. This means that the user is not allowed to change tuning-parameters or setpoints

during the operation of the controller. The code was, in the original form, not very vaIuabie as

research object. For that reason we rewrote the code into a dynamical mpc controller, impie

mented in SIMULINK. This meant that some fundamental changes had to be made in the struc

ture of the impiemented mpc controller. Appendix E contains the simulink block diagram of the

resulting LMPC controller and a scheme representing the various m-files and their relationship.

The code itself is contained in a separate supplement of this master thesis.

Using the LMPC controller, research is performed to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages

of the new ideas implemented in the controller. This resulted in a number of changes and aug

mentations of the code. For instance, various routines such as the statie and dynamie optimization

are improved and features such as output-error behaviour estimation are added. UnfortunateIy, we

have reached the point at which further evolution of the LMPC controller is not possible. This is

due to the fact that we have never been successful in compietely eliminating the statie structure of

the original code. As a consequence, one of the goals of future research is constructing a real

time version of the LMPC controller from scratch.
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Chapter 4

Disturbance correction

4.1 Introduction
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The multi-move MPC-controller as implemented thusfar contains three built-in methods to cor

rect disturbances:

1. Output-step disturbance correction (normal output-feedback) ;

2. Input-step disturbance correction;

3. State estimation (Kalman filtering).

The methods two and three apply a filtered correction to the states based on the measurement of

the deviation between the output of the plant and the output of the model (output-error). These

methods have the drawback that the filter-gain is only optimal under the circumstances for which

the filter is designed (zero-mean, uncorrelated, normally distributed white noise) and therefore

will apply wrong corrections when the system is pertubated by other types of disturbances. Be

cause of the fact that the corrections are made on the states of the system, is it possible that mis

corrections have a major effect on the stability of the system plant-controller. Furthermore, the

state-estimation method does not introduce integral action into the system of plant/controller.

On the contrary, with output-step disturbance cancellation the steady-state value of the output

(Yp) is the only value which is changed and the appropriate values for the manipulated variables

are computed to reach this new steady-state value. Figure 4.1 contains an example of method one:

An output-step occurs at sample-time k. This output-step is measured and the controller manipu

lates the process in such a way that this step-disturbance is precisely compensated for by Yp on

the next sample-time (left graph in figure two) and that the output of the system thus returns to

the value it had previous of the output step-disturbance (right graph).

output disturfJance measured oulput

k k{1 k+2 k+3 k+4·: ---. time

·····: Yp.........................

k k+1 k+2 k+3 k+4

-----. time

Fig.4.1: Output-step disturbance correction.
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The delay in practical process control systems is always at least 1: the controller manipulates the

input of the process at time k and the results of that manipulation are visible on the output at time

k+1. This is the reason why a method which applies disturbance corrections based on output
measurements always lags at least one sample behind (see fig.4.1). When the process has more

than one delay, this effect only gets worse. This effect doesn't have serious consequences when

the output disturbance is actually the step where the method is ment for and this step stays

constant for a while (Morari []). But this is seldom the case. The deviation between plant and

model is often a fluent curve as shown in figure 4.2.

...
o

'0'"QI ...... cp
:1
lil :Ime.
QI-

E ~

i
msssured output error

k k+1 k+2 k+3 k+4
---1~~ time

Fig.4.2: Output-step disturbance correction in the case ofa fluent output error curve.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the problem: The controller keeps running behind the disturbance and the

output of the system will therefore continue to show an offset from the desired value. To solve

this problem while at the same time preserving the fairly safe properties of the method, we will

propose in the next paragraph a slight change in the form of output-step disturbance correction. In

figure 4.3, a practical example of this problem is shown. The solid line in figure 4.3 represents

the output-error, the dashed line the correction applied to the output of the plant to eliminate the

output-error. Clearly can be observed that the corrections run behind the actual disturbance. The

residual error that still exists when normal output feedback is applied, is shown in figure 4.4.

Plant and Feed output 2

0.1500 -,-------------------,

0.1000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

0.0500 - '"' ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . \

,

-0.0500

-0.1000 --y2feed ---------------
--- --. - y2 plant

-0.1500 .L.::========::::...- --.J

time (8)

Fig.4.3: Practical example ofthe problem with normal output-feedback.
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Residual error

0.0150

0.0100

0.0050

-0.0050

-0.0100 -L- .---,;:...- ---l

time (5)

Fig.4.4:Residual error in example ofnormal ouputfeedback.

4.2 Predicted output-error correction

4.2.1 Description of the method

As shown in figure 4.2, the normal output feedback method isn't able to completely compensate

the output-error unless the output disturbance is step-like. However, we can measure the error
that still exists when normal output feedback is applied, and save the error on each sample-time

one after another. (see fig. 4.5 for adapted block diagram).

+

+

input dislulbancs output dislumance

I--~---Y-

+

Y~

'-------------1 {e(k),e(k-l)..,e(k-32I1----+ 3(k+l) I....-------.J

Fig.4.5: system plant-controller with prediction ofthe output-error.
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We can then proceed to use the thus acquired sequence of output-errors to compose a model of

the behaviour of the output error and try to make a prediction of future output errors. By adding

these predictions to the correction factor computed with the normal output feedback, the output

error will be better compensated and, depending on the accurateness of the predictions, may be

completely eliminated (fig. 4.6).

""o
'tiC
Q) Q)"",::1
111::1ma.
Q)-

E ~

i

k k+2 k+3 k+4
---I~~ time

Fig.4.6: Output error prediction.

This method sounds so easy that you'll probably wonder why it has not been applied to every

control system in existence. Well, that's because predicting disturbances introduces some nasty

problems into the controller. We will therefore take a closer look at these problems before dis

cussing the implementation of the prediction method.

• Disturbance prediction with output step-disturbances:

Imagine that the controller with the output error prediction method is trying to correct a very

slow varying output-disturbance. The slow variation means that the slopes in the output

disturbance behaviour will be very flat and that the normal output step-disturbance method
can keep up with the disturbance quite well. The output-error that still exists after normal

output feedback and which must be corrected by the prediction method, will therefore be very
small, say 10-2 (point A). Suddenly a rather big step-disturbance occurs on the output of the

system at k+3. The measured output error will suddenly rise (see point B figA.? top draw

ing). On the next sample moment, the error-window that the predictor uses, consists of the

small errors caused by the slQW varying output disturbance and the big peak caused by the

step on the output. Based on the error-behaviour in the error-window, the predictor will pre

dict that the next output error at k+4 will even be bigger than the step on time k+3 (point C
figA.? bottom left drawing) while the step on k+3 actually stays constant and will be reduced

to normal proportions by the normal output feedback (figA.? bottom right drawing).
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Fig. 4.7: Disturbance prediction with output-step disturbance.

The situation sketched in the previous paragraph tells us that it is better to switch the predi c

tion off for one sample until the nonnal output-feedback has corrected the output-step and the

predictor can continue to compensate the slow varying output-disturbance. Apart from the

temporarily switch off, it is also necessary that the peak in the output error as displayed in

fig. 4.7 bottom right isn't saved in the error-window because in that case the prediction on the

next samples would still be influenced by the output-step. We use the proportion ofthe last

measured output-error and the standard deviation of the values in the error-window to detect

on output-step disturbances. Empirically it is established that this proportion never rises

above 5 with "nonnaI" disturbances, while a step on the output easily forces the proportion to

rise above 50. The constraint is therefore defined as:

error(k) < lO·std(error(k-N)...error(k-l)) N =window length (4.1)
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• Delays longer than 1 sample:
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A problem may arise when we use the output-error prediction method in a system with delays

longer than one sample. In that case we must be sure that the prediction is able to predict the

output error further ahead than the delay of the system because otherwise the prediction will

not have any effect. It is easy to imagine however, that the predictions further ahead will have

a greater uncertainty than the predictions say one or two samples ahead. Therefore, the

chance of mispredictions in systems with large delays is rather high. This effect is even forti

fied by the implementation of the prediction method. That is, the correction factor which the

controller needs for compensating the output error say four samples ahead, consists of the
summation ofthe intermediate predictions (at time k+l...k+3) and the prediction value on the

fourth sample itself. (see fig. 4.8).

...
o

"0'"al ...... cp
;,
lil ;,
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k k+l k+2
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\

I
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I

I
I

of

k+3 k+4
---1~~ time

Fig.4.8: Prediction 4 delays ahead.

In this way, the separate faults in the predictions are accumulated to one potentially big fault

in the prediction 4 samples ahead. These accumulated mis-predictions can introduce devia

tions in the output of the system from the desired output value, while we actually designed

the method to improve the output target tracking. A possible way to prevent this potential

danger is to provide an upper bound on the size of the predictions related to the size of the

previous measured output-errors. (fig. 4.9).
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FigA.9: Upper bound on prediction value.

So far no completely satisfying constraint has been found and therefore further research in

this area is needed. The constraint that is temporarily implemented for testing is:

lerr_slope(k + i -l,k + i)1 ~ 1.25 ·Ierr_slope(k + i - 2,k + i -1)1 (4.2)

Another effect of longer delays is the slower reaction of the system on changes in the behav

iour of the output error. After a change in the behaviour of the output-error it does take some

time before the predictor has adjusted itself to this new behaviour. The output of the system

will show some deviation from the desired output during this period because the predicted

future output-error values will not perfectly match the actual output-error. This adjustment

period is of course present in both cases, with short- and long delays. More important though,

is what is happening after the adjustment period. After the adjustment period it takes another

few samples as long as the delay, before the effect of the change in error behaviour is noticed

at the process output. Based on this observation we can make the following rather trivial

statement: the longer the delays in the system, the slower the reaction on changes in the be

haviour of the output error and therefore the smaller the effect of the output-error prediction

method.

• Limitation of the manipulated variables:

The use of limitations on the value of the manipulated variables doesn't have any effect on

the prediction of the output error or on the correction of the steady-state value of the output.

But it does influence the performance of the output-error prediction method. This can be

explained as follows: the steady-state output error prediction method computes aprediction

of the output error and adjusts the steady-state value to compensate for that output-error.
However, the value of the error is constantly changing and so is the steady-state value. The

only way in which the controller can totally compensate the output-error is to bring the

proces within one sample to the newly computed steady-state (assuming that the predictions

are perfect). But because of the limitions on the manipulated variables, the controller isn't

able to do so and the process is only approaching the new steady-state instead of reaching it.
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This is the reason why part of the output-error will remain and why the performance is worse

than with unlimited freedom of the manipulated variables.

• Slow process dynamics:

Another problem that occurs when using output error prediction is slow process dynamics.
These slow process dynamics are not automatically taken into account by the MPC control

ler. That is why we will discuss the problem and try to propose a solution. Figure 4.10 is used

for visualisation purposes during this discussion.

i

--t~~ time

Fig.4.10: The influence ofslow process-dynamics.

On time instance k, the process is manipulated in such a way that the output error on k+ 1

should be compensated. However, because of the slow process dynamics, the process is

reaching the predicted steady-state value of k+l only at k+3. The output-error at time k+l is
therefore only partially compensated (line A). We can, however, measure the slowness of the

process dynamics and take that slowness into account when computing the new steady-state.

According to the above mentioned solution the process of the example in figure 4.10

shouldn't be transferred at time k to the steady-state computed for time k+1, but to that com

puted for time k+3. By doing this we can be assured that the steady-state computed for time

k+3 will be actually reached at that time and that the output-error at k+3 is completely com

pensated (line B). The error on the intermediate samples k+1 and k+2 will still exist but will

be smaller than when we're not using this solution.
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4.2.2 Implementation
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The separate supplement of this master thesis contains the code of the developed MPC controller

and therein the implementation of the output-error prediction. A very important choice that we've

made in the implementation is to predict the output error that still exists when normal output step

disturbance compensation is applied. Even more important is the fact that we've decided not to
change the formula for the output step-disturbance compensation:

(4.3)

to:

because then the measured error:

err(k+i) = Yp(k+i) - ym(k+i) - step(k+i)

(4.4)

(4.5)

would eventually become zero when the output-error prediction err-pred at time k+i-l for time

k+i was accurate. After a while we would have an error-window filled with zeros only, and we

would not be able to fit a model ofthe output-error. In short: don't change the output step

disturbance method!

In the previous paragraph we've explained why we did not change the existing disturbance com

pensation formula' s. One important consequence of this implementation choice is the enormous

flexibility that we retain in this way. An example: when we detect that the prediction may not be

accurate enough, we can simply switch off the prediction and let the controller continue in the

normal feedback mode. After a while the prediction method can be switched on again, when the

prediction has become reliable again. Another example is the temporary reduction of the length

of the horizon on which we're using the prediction, but this will be described in the next section.

We will now discuss the implementation of the prediction method in more detail. At each sample

moment the output error is measured and the error-window updated. Next, an AR-model is fitted

on the data in the error-window to represent the behaviour of the output-error. Based on this

model, predictions of future output-errors are made. A great number of simulations pointed out

that an error-window length of 32 and a model order of 5 are reasonable choices. For systems

with delays, the error-window should be enlarged. For error behaviour with fast dynamics the

model order should principally be made higher. These tuning guidelines are discussed in more

detail at the end of the next section.
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4.3 Dynamic predicted output-error correction

4.3.1 Description of the method

In the previous section, we have discussed that the controller is able to transfer the process within

one sample to the desired output value when no limitations on the manipulated variables are ap

plied. Furthermore, we observed that when limitations are applied, the desired output won't be

reached. We explained that this is due to the fact that the controller has to make a trade off be

tween accurate output target tracking and acceptable values of the manipulated variables.

In order to minimise the effect of this trade off, we'll propose an extension of the steady-state

output-error prediction method. That is, instead of using the predictions to adapt the steady-state

value, they will be used in the dynamic quadratic optimisation criterion as a sort of a reference

trajectory. In this way, the disturbances can be taken into account much earlier and the controller

can therefore make the above mentioned trade off more optimal. The dynamic output-error pre

diction method will now be discussed in more detail and compared with the two other methods:

the normal output step-disturbance compensation and the steady-state error prediction.
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Fig. 4. I I: Comparison ofdynamic- and steady-state output-error correction.

The normal output step-disturbance method measures the error between model output and plant

output at time k and assumes that the measured error stays constant in the future. That is, it as

sumes that the disturbance is step-like. This method of output error correction is visualised by

line A in figure 4.11. In practice, the disturbance is seldom step-like but more like a ramp. That' s

the reason why the output step-disturbance method isn't performing very weIl in a practical envi

ronment. Having observed this, we proposed in section two an improvement of the output step

disturbance method to the steady-state output error prediction method. This method fits a model

on a sequence of previously measured output-errors and tries to make a prediction of the future

error based on that model. Thereafter the steady-state value is corrected with the predicted ou t-
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put-error (line B). In section two it is stated that if the controller has unlimited freedom, the per

formance of the steady-state method will be very well, at the cost of very wild manipulated vari

ables.

In practice, wild manipulated variables are seldom tolerated and limitations are therefore ap

plied, causing the controller to make a trade off between error compensation and acceptable ma

nipulated variables. The performance of the steady-state method quickly deteriorates because of

this trade-off and other methods have to be found. At this point we introduced a dynamic output

error prediction method that uses a sequence of future output-errors, instead of one, in order to

give the controller an image of the behaviour of the future output-error (line C). Due to this im

age, the earlier mentioned trade-off will be more optimal and the performance of the output-error
correction under limited freedom will improve. However, each method has it's advantages and

disadvantages, so what about the disadvantages? One disadvantage that soon came boiling up is

the uncertainty in the prediction: In order to provide an image of the future output error behav

iour, we'll have to predict over a longer time-range than was necessary with steady-state predic

tion and we did already observe that predictions further ahead bear a greater uncertainty than
predictions close by. To get an idea of the influence of this problem, an extra parameter is added

to the controller, that designates the amount of samples on which the output-error prediction is

used.

4.3.2 Implementation

The dynamic output error prediction method can be implemented in the MPC in two ways:

1. Augmentation of the plant state-space model with a state-space representation of the

disturbance model;

2. Adaptation of the output-term in the quadratic criterion with the appropriate output

error prediction.

Method 1 has the advantage of being very easy to implement into the code of the controller, but

doesn't allow any manipulation of number and size of the used output-error predictions. Method

2 on the other hand, does allow easy manipulation because the prediction values are actually

computed before they are used in the computation of the optimal manipulated variables as op

posed to method 1, that computes the predictions during the optimisation process. Method 2 has a

disadvantage too: the solution of the quadratic criterion has to be recomputed, which is a very

tedious job.

We will now discuss both implementations in more detail.
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• Augmenting the state-space model of the plant with the disturbance model:

The fifth order AR model of the disturbance behaviour is:

In equation (4.6), err(k+1) represents the prediction of the output error, based on the meas

ured output-errors err(k)...err(k-4). As we've explained previously, in order to compute the

correction value a couple of samples ahead, the separate predictions on the intermediate sam

ples have to be accumulated (figA.7). With the aid ofthis observation and equation (4.6) the

following state-space model of the disturbance is constructed:

X err (k + 1) = Aerr . xerr (k)

yerr(k) = Cerr . xerr(k)

with:

-al -a2 -a3 -a4 -a5
1 0 0 0 0

Aerr = 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

Cerr = [1 0 0 0 0]

with initial state:

xerr.init (k) = [err(k) err(k -1) err(k - 2) err(k - 3) err(k -4)]

(4.7)

(4.8)

The above matrices Aerr and Cerr are valid for a system with only one output. In case there are

more outputs, the prediction must be implemented such that at each sample time an AR

model is fitted for each output. These separate models are then combined into one output

disturbance model. For a system with two outputs the combined disturbance model looks like

this:

A = [Aerr.l 0]
err 0 Aerr.2

(4.9)

Next, the plant state-space model is augmented with the combined disturbance model:

(Note: the model of the plant (Am,.. ') is already augmented with the feedforward disturbance

model (Ar,...) and a model of the reference trajectory (Ar....»
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Am 0 0 0 Bm
0 Af 0 0 0

C=[Cm Cerr ] (4.10)A= B= Cf I
0 0 Ar 0 0

0 0 0 Am 0

The controller computes, based on this model, future outputs (corrected for the predicted

output-error), and thereafter manipulates the variables in such manner that the deviation of

the outputs from the desired output values is minimised.

• Correcting the quadratic criterion with an output-error tenn:

The quadratic criterion is changed to:

(4.11)

This criterion has to be rewritten into the form:

. ( NT N NT )
~n u ·H·u +2·u C (4.12)

to enable the controller to compute the most optimal manipulations with a QP-solver . This

rewriting is done in appendix D, here only the solution is given:

met:

H=

BTÇJB+R+2S

BTATÇJB-S

BTATÇJB-S

BTQB+R+2S

BTAN-1ÇJB

BTA N
-

2ÇJB
(4.13)

S

o
F=

o
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0 BTQ _BTATQA BT(A N-2 r Q -BT(AN-tr QA

p=
0 0 BTQ _BTATQA

0 0 0

4.4 Tuning

The robustness and performance of the output-error prediction method can be controlled with a

number of tuning parameters. Each of these tuning parameters will be discussed in the next para

graphs:

• The length of the error-window that contains the measured output errors:
This length determines the number of the previously measured output-errors that will be used

to compose a model of the behaviour of the output error. If the window-Iength is chosen too

short, the slow trends in the output error will not be captured in the model and above that, the

method will be less robust because the last measured output-errors will have a great effect on
the prediction of the future errors. A larger error-window has the advantage that the error

behaviour is captured over a longer period of time which causes measurement errors and

sudden peaks to be filtered out. Besides, the fitting of the AR model will be more accurate

when done on a large data-set. A drawback of the larger error-window is the fact that certain

characteristics of the output error in the past will continue to influence the predictions for a

longer period of time. This influence, however, can be made adjustable by the use of a for

getting-factor.

• The order of the AR model (now set to 5):
The higher the order of the model, the better the model will capture fast changes in the out

put-error. However, if the circumstances are such that the method has to predict far ahead, for

example in processes with long delays, then it's not recommendable to use a high model or

der. In that case the possibility exists that the method will make wild and potentially very

wrang predictions. To prevent that from happening, a lower order should be chosen. Resum

ing: only for predictions one or two samples ahead and with fast error dynamics one can con

sider to use a high model order. In all other cases a lower order is just as accurate and much

more reliable.

• The number of samples on which the output-error prediction is used:
We've stated earlier that the further in advance the controller knows what the output-error is

going to be, the more efficient the controller can compensate these disturbances. It is there

fore in principle recommendable to chose the number of prediction samples as long as the

contraI horizon. However, there is one big objection: the uncertainty of the predictions gets

bigger when the predictions are being made further ahead. Therefore the chance is very high
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that, in the case of a fast changing output-error behaviour, predictions far ahead will be

wrong. So when the control horizon is say 30 samples or more, no reasonable foundation ex
ists to make the prediction-horizon just as long. Experiments have pointed out that a predic

tion of 15 samples ahead is on the average the maximum you can use. After those 15 samples,

the error-prediction value is kept constant over the rest of the horizon. This of course depends

on the nature of the output-error, a pure sine-curve can accurately be predicted tens of sam

ples ahead. Another factor that should be taken into account when determining the number of

prediction samples, is the delay of the process: for the error-prediction method to have any

effect, the control- and the error-prediction horizon should be chosen longer than the delay.

• Constraint on output-step:
As we've explained before, this constrained is used to switch the prediction off when a major

step on the output is measured. In that case it's better to use only the normal output-step dis

turbance method for compensating that step and to continue with the prediction on the next

time instance.

• Constraint on tbe predicted output-error values:
Just as the constraint in the previous paragraph, the purpose of this constraint is to enlarge the

robustness. This constraint determines how much bigger the predicted output-error may be

with respect to the output-errors that have occurred in the past. If aprediction violates the

constraint, it' s value will be set to the constraint value. The tighter this constraint is applied,

the smaller the damage in case of mis-predictions. A tighter constraint means a flat slope for

the growth of the output-error, and this can easily cause good predictions to be limited to the

constraint which means a deterioration in the performance of the error-prediction method.

This constraint is clearly a trade-off between robustness and performance.
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Chapter 5

Experimental

5.1 Introduction

One process that is extensively used in the simulation phase is the C6/C7 splitter. The next para

graph contains a short survey of this process. In paragraph 5.3 a number of simulations, which
demonstrate some of the characteristic features of the LMPC controller, will be analyzed.

5.2 The C6/C7 splitter

In this paragraph a short survey of the operation of the C6/C7 splitter process will be given, refer

ring to the diagram of a splitter column in figure 5.1.

Reboller
steam-ftow-+---------i

Steam

Feed-ftow

H-301

H-302

C-301 H-303

L-"""'L---. Cooting
water

V-301

Y<...I----I-------+~ C.

Fig. 5.1: Diagram ofthe C6C7 spUtter process.

From an infinitely large supply a mixture of hexane and heptane, respectively C6H14 and C7H16, is

feeded into the feed heat-exchanger H-3ûl. In this heat-exchanger the mixture is pre-heated by

condensing steam. The half liquid half gaseous pre-heated mixture is transported to the feed-tray

in the splitter-column (C-3ûl). This column contains a number of trays at various levels. The

liquid is dripping via those trays to the bottom of the column while the gas is rising to the top.

During this process the liquid and the gas are contacted with each other which causes the rising

gas to consist more and more of the most volatile component (C~14' hexane) and the down-
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coming liquid to contain more of the least volatile component (C7H I6, heptane). In this way, the

origina! feed-mixture is splitted into two separate components, C6H14 as gas at the top of the col

umn with a temperature of about 80°C and C7HI6 as liquid at the bottom with a temperature of

112°C. A boiling vessel , the reboiler H-302, is mounted below the bottom of the splitter column.

Part ofthe heptane is vaporized in the reboiler and injected into the column below the first tray.

The thermal energy in this rising vapor is used for the vaporization of the liquid on the lower

trays in the column, thus purifying the bottom component. The rest of the heptane is drawn off as

bottom product. In the reflux condenser H-303 the gas rising from the top tray out of the column

is condensed to a liquid. This liquid is gathered in the reflux vessel V-301. Part ofthis liquid is

drawn off as top-product hexane, the rest is pumped to the top of the column to he reinjected. The

reinjection of the pure top-product is needed to clean the rising vapor in the column and thus

resulting in a better separation of the components in the feed-mixture. The more hexane is rein

jected into the top of the column, the purer the top-product will beo However, the resulting yield

of hexane will be lower. Apart from that, the injection of liquid hexane into the column means

that more hexane has to be vaporized in the column. This can cause the bottom product to contain

more hexane and thus become less pure. The same trade-off has to be made for the bottom

product: the more heptane is vaporized in the reboiler and injected into the bottom of the column,

the purer the bottom product will beo However, because of the injection of the vapor more hep

tane will be in the vapor leaving the top of the column and thus resulting in a less pure top

product

Specifying a setpoint of the column that results in a pure top and bottom-product means that the

controller has to maintain a very delicate balance which can easily be disturbed by feedflow

variations and fluctuations in the composition of the feed-mixture. For this reason, the feed-flow

is measured and used in the controller as a feedforward disturbance. Another parameter is the

pressure at the top of the column. A low pressure results in low boiling-points which lowers the

temperature-profile of the whoIe column. A high top-pressure causes the opposite to happen. The

various parameters and variables of the splitter process and the context in which they are used by

the LMPC controller are stated below:

Manipulated variables (MV's):

• reflux flow;
• reboiler steam-flow;

• top-pressure.

Measured disturbances:

• feed-flow.

Controlled variables (PV's):

• top-purity;

• bottom-purity.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Tuning

In this paragraph we will give an example of a situation in which the functionality of a MAC

controller is not enough to properly control the process used in that situation. The process is a

square version of the splitter process (top-pressure is not used as manipulated variabIe).

Examine figure Al in appendix A The simulation is performed with the MAC quadratic crite

rion ( only a Q weighing matrix) and a reference trajectory is used to specify the output behaviour

during a setpoint change at time t= lOs. Figure A.I shows that the setpoint change in the bottom

impurity is performed very smoothly because of the fact that the output is exactly following the

(first order) reference trajectory. However, we can also observe in figure A.l that the manipu

lated variables needed to perform the setpoint change are oscillating. This is due to the fact that

the splitter process is slightly non minimum-phase. We are ordering the controller to provide that

the output is exactly following the reference trajectory. This means that the controller has to a p

ply very high-frequency moves to suppress the non minimum-phase behaviour in the process and

place the higher-order process on the first order reference-trajectory. Even if we make the refer

ence-trajectory more flat (figure A.3) the oscillation in the manipulated variables will not disap

pear. On the other hand, if we use the LMPC criterion we are able to suppress the high-frequency

movements of the manipulated variables by using the S weighing matrix. The results of that

simulation are shown in figure A2. This figure shows that the output is not completely following

the reference trajectory because the non minimum-phase behaviour is not suppressed, but that

does not make the setpoint transition much worse than in figure A.I. The manipulated variables

in figure A2 behave much better than those in figure Al and A3. If the setpoint transition in

figure A.2 is too slow, we can simply lower the weights on the manipulated variables or steepen

the reference trajectory.

From this example, we can conclude that the functionality of a MAC controller is not enough to

properly control the splitter process and most likely the same problems will occur when control

ling other processes. This is the reason why we have chosen to make the quadratic criterion in the

LMPC controller as flexible as possible.
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5.3.2 The constraint window

SETPYJINTVW·1..i

The simulation described in this paragraph is an illustration of the use of a constraint window.

The constraint window is a series of time instances in the prediction horizon on which the output

is checked for constraint violations. This window has a starting point h and an end-pointho h Has

to be chosen such that it is guaranteed that no constraint violations in the output will occur fu r

ther ahead in time thanh- Usually the choice ofh isn't very delicate so much time will not be

dedicated to it. ho However , must be chosen very carefully because it can heavily effect the be

haviour of the controller and thus the behaviour of the process output.

We've used the implemented controller to control a process with the state-space model as stated

below, which has undergone a state-disturbance at time k=O:

B=[~] C= [-2/3 1] (5.1)

We assume that the model is a perfect representation ofthe process (no model-rnismatch). During
the simulation the controller is tuned with the following settings:

• prediction horizon: infinite • rate of change: S=O

• control horizon: N=5 • end of constraint window: j2=5

• output weights: Q=1 • start of the constraint window: varied

• input weights: R=1

Furthennore, an output constraint. is applied: Ymax =0.5

Simulation 1:

The first simulation is perfonned with j 1 = 1, in other words the output has to satisfy the con
straint at the next sample. Figure 5.2 shows the results of this simulation.
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Fig. 5.2: simulation-results ofconstraint window test with jJ=J
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Figure 5.2 shows that in the constrained case the manipulated variables are growing indefinitely

and the system is becoming unstable. Of course that is not a very desirabie situation. In the next

alineas we will discuss the cause of this instability and seek some solutions to prevent it.

At time k the controller is facing the fact that the process output has to be pushed below the ou t

put constraint before the next time interval. The controller acts for that moment as a deadbeat

controller and takes as solution for the control problem the perfect inverse of the process. No r

mally this would not cause any problem other than potentially very severe input moves. But if we

take a look at the transfer-function of the process controlled in this simulation,

H(z) = -2/3'z+1 =-2/3. (z-3/2) (5.2)
Z2 - 4/3· z + 2/3 (z - 2/3 +0.47· iXz - 2/3 - 0.47· i)

we notice that the process has a non-minimum phase zero z=312. If this process is inverted by the

controller the resulting system has a pole outside the unit-circle and is therefore unstable.

Another, less technical, way to describe the cause of the instability is based on the plot of the step

response in fig. 5.3. This plot shows that a non-minimum phase system is first moving opposite to

the desired direction. A unit-step is applied on the input to transit the process output to the value

1 but the process is moving in the negative direction (aloft) during the first samples after the step

(fig. 5.4, solid line). Since the controller has to push the process under the constraint before the

next time-interval he has to suppress the reverse movement of the process in the beginning of the

output-response(fig. 5.4 dotted line). The first manipulated variables in the control-horizon will

therefore be such that the output further ahead is actually growing instead of descending below

the constraint. This effect has to be corrected by manipulated variables further ahead in the co n

trol-horizon and in doing so the variables will grow unbounded.

Step-response of the process Supresslon ot non-minimum phase behaviour
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.., \.
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·1 -'-----------------'

1.5

'5
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ä. 0
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·1

tlme(e) Ume(a)

Fig. 5.3: the step-response ofthe process. Fig. 5.4: Response ofthe process at time k=O.

There are two possible solutions to prevent the instabil ity:

1. Don' tIet the controller choose the inverted process as solution for the control
problem;

2. Make the internal model of the process minimum-phase.
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5.3.2.1 Solution one: shifting the constraint-window

Method 1 is accomplished by shifting the start of the constraint window one sample ahead: h=2.

In that case the controller has a little bit more time to get the process output at such a level that

the constrained is satisfied. He will not act anymore as a deadbeat controller and the process will
not be inverted. Simulation results ofthe input and output-response for jl=2 are shown in figure

5.5.

Simulation 2:
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Fig. 5.5: simulation-results ofconstraint window test withjI=I

The simulation results show that the system is indeed stabie for j 1=2. The constraint is violated

at k= 1 but that is just what we needed to keep the system stabie. A rather strange effect is occu r

ring during this simulation: at k=2 the constraint is also violated. This effect is inherent in the

receding horizon approach. At time k=O a sequence of manipulated variables is computed such
that the output is satisfying the constraint after k=2. Only the first element of the sequence is

used to excitate the process. Thereafter, time is shifted one time interval and the computation is

repeated. Again the output is allowed to violate the constraint on the next sample (in this case
sample k=2) and because of the trade-off between manipulated variables and output-level it is
actually doing so. Observing the output response, one can see that the constrained output is ear
lier below the constraint than in the unconstrained case, but is violating the constraint at k=2

which is not necessary. Therefore we will propose another method to stabilize the non-minimum
phase system in paragraph 5.3.1.2.
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5.3.2.2 Solution two: making the internal model minimum-phase

In the previous paragraph we have discussed that the control system becomes unstable when the

process is non minimum-phase and output-constraints have to be satisfied within one time inter

val. The method proposed in that paragraph to solve the instability requires the operator to manu

ally tune the start of the constraint window. In this section we williook at a method which always

results in a stabie control-system, regardless of the start of the constraint window.

We assume that we are able to split the transfer-function H(z) of the intemal model in a non

rninimum-phase part (Hiz) and a minimum-phase part (H2(z)):

H(z) = Hl (z)· H2 (z) (5.3)

If we let the controller compute the optimal control signals based on the rninimum-phase transfer

function Hiz), he will not try to correct the non-minimum phase behaviour in the process and the

instability problem will be solved. Of course, in that case the non-minimum phase behaviour will

still exist and the output of the control system will not exactly track the desired behaviour. The

previous sentence gives an indication of the trade-off which has to be made when using the

method proposed in this paragraph: the accurateness of the output target tracking will be lowered

in order to obtain a stabie control system. One aspect we have to keep in rnind when we adapt the

controller is the fact that in the computation of the output-error the complete model H(z) has to be

used. Otherwise the controller would still try to partially correct the non-minimum phase behav

iour because this behaviour would then appear in the output-error. However, the amount of effort

that the controller is putting into the correction of the measured output-error can be adjusted by

the weighing matrices in the quadratic criterion. Figure 5.6 shows the controller block-diagram

adapted for the use of the model splitting.
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,
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Fig. 5.6: Blockdiagram ofthe MPC controller with split model.

Before we can run any simulation to test the method we first have to describe how a transfer

function actually can be splitted and compute the two transfer functions for the process used in
this section.
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Assume that the transfer-function of the process contains a non rninimum-phase zero a and a

(stabie) pole b:

H(z)
z-a
z-b

with lal> 1 (5.4)

The splitting discussed in this paragraph applied to equation (5.4), transfers H(z) to:

H(z) = (l- lfa. z-a ).(z-lfa . I-a) = H,(z).H
2
(z)

1- a z - I/az - b 1- I/a
(5.5)

The scalar 1- a in Hz(z) is needed to guarantee that the model described by Hz(z) is statically
l-lfa

behaving the same as the original model H(z). Using equation (5.5), we can compute the non

minimum-phase and minimum-phase transfer functions of the process used in the simulations:

H,(z) =-2/3· z-3/2
z-2/3

H
2
(z) = z-2/3 (5.6)

(z - 2/3 + 0.47iXz - 2/3 - 0.47i)

Their respective step-responses are shown in figure 5.7 and 5.8.
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Fig. 5.7: the step-response ofthe non minimum
phase part of the process.
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Fig. 5.8: the step-response ofthe minimum phase
part ofthe process.

Comparing fig. 5.8 with the original step-response of the process in fig .5.3, we can conclude that

the dynamics of the process are still fairly accurately modelled by the minimum phase model.
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Simulation 3:
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The simulation to test the splitting method is performed withj1 =1. Figure 5.9 shows the results

of this simulation.

Output response tor j1=1 wlth split model Input response tor 11=1 wlth split model
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Fig. 5.9 simulation-results ofsplitting-method test withjI=l

These simulation results show that the control system with a non-minimum-phase process and a

minimum-phase internal model is stabie with j 1=1. However, the output behaviour is worse than
in the unconstrained case, so we can conclude that in this simulation it is probably better to use
the normal MPC controller without an output constraint than using the model-splitting method

with an output-constraint. The stability originating from the use of a minimum-phase model in the

controller is a desirabie aspect and we will therefore search for another method of using this
model in the controller, while at the same time improving the output target-tracking.

5.3.2.3 Solution three: using an artificially made minimum-phase model

The simulation results in the previous paragraphs showed that the use of a minimum-phase model
makes the constrained control system stabie. In this paragraph we will propose a method which
retains that desirabie feature, but gives us more freedom in the choice of the minimum-phase
model. In solution two, the minimum-phase and non-minimum-phase models together, had to
form exactly the original model of the process. This requirement is restricting the choice of the
minimum-phase model. We propose a new controller structure in which a separate, artificial
model is used for the computation of optimal manipulated variables and the original model is

used to compute the output error. This structure is shown in figure 5.10.
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Fig. 5.10: Bloclaiiagram ofthe MPC controller with separate models.

The optima! situation would be to have a model M2 with exactly the same dynamics and gain as
the original model, but without the non-minimum-phase part. Such a model can be constructed as

follows:

1. make a step-response model of the state-space model;
2. Make a step-response model of the non-minimum phase part of the step-response

mentioned at item 1.;
3. convert the resulting step-response model to an impulse response model;

4. make a state-space model of this impulse-response;
5. subtract the state space model of the non-minimum-phase behaviour of the original

state-space model. The resulting state-space model is the one we need.

In figure5 .11, the step-reponse of the artificially created model is compared with the step

response of the original model.
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Fig. 5.11: Step-response ofthe artijicial and the original model.
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Fig. 5.11 shows that the artificial, which the controller is going to use for the optimization, has

exactly the same gain and dynamical behaviour as the original model.

Simulation 4:

Simulation 4 is used to test the seperate-model method and is, like the previous simulations, per
formed withj1 = 1. Figure 5.12 shows the results of this simulation.
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Fig. 5.12 simulation-results ofseperate-model methad test withjl=l

Fig. 5.12 shows that the actual process-output moves very violently when the controller uses the
artificial model. The explanation for this effect is that the controller has to apply very high m a
nipulated variables to push the output of the artificial model below the constraint within one

time-interval. However, something that the controller can't see but which is occurring at the

process output, is the fact that the non minimum-phase behaviour in the process is also strongly
excited by the big values of the manipulated variables. This is the cause of the strong variations

in the process output response. This effect can't be suppressed by limiting the manipulated vari
ables because the only goal of the controller is to satisfy the output-constraint and before that task

is completed there is no possibility for trading-off output- and input-response.

We can conclude that both methods that are using a minimum-phase model are not showing very
desirabie results with respect to output-behaviour. Manually shifting the start of the constraint
window, as is done in method 1, is with that respect superior over these two methods. The prob

lem of method 1 is that the start of the constraint window will stay at the selected point until it is
manually reset. Future research should be directed to finding a way of on-line automatically
computing the optimal value of the start of the constraint-window.
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5.3.3 Disturbance-prediction simulations

In this paragraph we will evaluate the results of some tests of the performance of the disturbanee
predietion method described in chapter 4. These test are performed by applying artificial distu r

bance-signals to the output of the C6/C7 splitter process. It is the task of the LMPC controller to
eliminate these disturbanees with the aid of the built-in disturbanee prediction method. How well
this task is performed is illustrated by the results discussed in this paragraph. Before we will take
a close look at these results, we first have to explain what the artificial disturbances are, and how
the simulation plots in appendix C have to be interpreted.

The four disturbanee signals are:

• Signall: Sine-function with amplitude 1 and frequency 1 Hz, combined with a step of

0.25 at t=60s;

• Signal2: Sine-function with amplitude 1 and frequency 0.5 Hz, subject to a amplitude
multiplication of 2 at t=60s;

• Signal3: Filtered white noise, low-pass filtered with cut-offfrequency 0.1 Hz;

• Signal4: White noise.

With each of these signais, 4 simulations are performed: The first simulation uses the statie di s

turbance predietion method without limitations on the manipulated variables. The second one

uses the statie disturbance predietion method with limitations. The third simulation uses the d y
namic predietion method with the same limitations as used in the second one. The last simulation

uses the dynamie predietion method with limitations and with a delay of 5 in output 1 and a delay

of 10 in output 2. All signals generated during these simulations are plotted in appendix C. Each
page in appendix C represents one simulation. The meaning of the different plots on one page is

explained referring to figure 5.13.

Fig. 5./3: The meaning ofthe various
plots in appendix C
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Plots A, Band C show the three manipulated vari
ables. Plots D and E show both output signais: the

top-impurity and the bottom-impurity. The solid line

in these plots represents the output when the predic
tion method is applied. The dashed line represents
the output in case of normal output feedback. By
comparing the solid and the dashed line, an impres
sion can be obtained of the increase in performance
with the prediction method. The solid line in plot F

represents the disturbance applied to output 2 of the

process. The dashed line represents the negative of

output 2 of the process (before the disturbance is

added). If the solid and the dashed lines are exactly
on top of each other, the output disturbanee is com

pletely eliminated. At the first 32 samples, the pre
diction method is not yet used. Therefore, the
changes in the output of the process to eliminate the
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disturbanee at those samples are solely dictated by the normal output-feedback method. We can

observe that the output is indeed exactly following the disturbance with a certain delay, as is di s

cussed in chapter 4, when normal output-feedback is applied. Plots G and H show the histogram

for output 2, respectively with and without the prediction method.

In appendix B some performance figures are gathered in order to evaluate the performance of the

prediction method. The first two columns of the tables contain the performance indices for output

2 with and without predietion. This performance index is the summation of the deviation between

the actual output and the desired output from the point at whieh the prediction method is started

to the end of the simulation. A performance index 0 means that the output error is completely

elirninated. The other columns in the table contain the standard deviation and the mean value for

output 2 with and without predietion.

In order to explain the trends that can be deduced from the contents of the tabie, we will now

focus on one particular set of simulations, those with test signal2. Starting with table 1 in appen

dix B, we can observe that the performance index with the statie error-prediction method without

restriction of the control signals is about 7 times better than with normal output feedback. This

observation is reflected by the simulation plots in figure C.2 in appendix C. The plots D and E

show that the disturbanee in the output is almost completely eliminated, except for the part where

the error behaviour changes. There, the prediction method needs a few samples to adapt itself to

the new situation. The plots G and H illustrate the impressive increase in performance even bet

ter. In the next simulation, the same predietion method is used, but restrictions on the manipu

lated variables are applied. We can observe in table 2 in appendix B that the increase in

performance is lowered from 7 to a factor 2. Plots A, B and C in figure C.6 show that the ma

nipulated variables are indeed restricted with respect to those plotted in figure C.2. In plots D and

E can be seen what effect this restriction has on the performance: part of the output-error is still

existent in the output of the system. Plot F shows that the predietion method is trying to place the

solid and dashed lines on top of each other but is not completely successful in doing so. Plot G in

figure C.6 shows a much wider deviation from the target value 94.37 than is the case in figure

C.2. To overcome this problem, we proposed in chapter 4 adynamie version of the output-error

predietion method. Table 3 in appendix B shows the results of a simulation performed with the

dynamie method and with the same restrictions applied as with the simulation in table 2. We can

observe in table 3 (signal 2) that the performance index of the dynamie predietion method with

restrictions is almost the same as the performance index of the statie method without restrictions.

Plots A, Band C in figure C.lO show that the manipulated variables in the dynamic case are even

smaller than in the statie case with weighing, while the output-error is much better eliminated.

This is due to the fact that the predieted values of the output-error are placed in the quadratie

criterion, which enables the controller to compute the control signals, necessary for eliminating

the future disturbance, more optimal than in the statie case. Plot Gin figure C.I0 shows that the

deviation of output 2 from the target is almost the same as figure C.2. Finally, a simulation is

performed with the dynamic prediction method and with delays added to the C6C7 splitter model.

Plot E in figure C.14 shows that the period needed to adjust the error-prediction to the new error

behaviour is much longer now that de1ays are added to the system. Eventually, however, the error

elimination is almost as well as in figure C.lO. One can imagine that if subsequent changes in

error-behaviour are close to each other, the predietion method will not have enough time to adjust

to the new situation and performance will deteriorate. One last remark about the test signais:
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when we observe the results in the tables 1 to 4 for signal4 (white noise), we see that the per

formance index for the prediction case is slightly worse than normal output-feedback. However,
the values for the standard deviation and the mean are in most simulations better with prediction
than without. This can be explained referring to plots G and H in figure C.4: these plots show that

in the prediction case the output values are more equally spread than with normal output

feedback. This is due to the fact that the prediction method acts as a filter. Output values are
therefore closer to the target value (smaller st.dev.) but more output values over the simulation

horizon differ from the target value (higher performance index value).

Signals 1 to 4 are artificial disturbances, it is therefore interesting to know how weIl the method
will perform with a more natural disturbance. We have therefore used the dynamic error
prediction method to eliminate a disturbance signal which occurs in an actual industrial process.

The results of this simulation are shown in figure C.17 in appendix C. The plots in figure C.17
and C.18 show that the prediction method (solid line) again provides an increased performance

over normal output-feedback (dashed line).

The results shown in this paragraph allow only one conclusion: the performance of the error
prediction method is impressive!
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Conclusions and recommendations

The MPC controller developed during this project shows some important advantages over exist

ing MPC controllers. Because of the use of state-space model we are able to model unstable

processes and to use an infinite horizon quadratic criterion. As a consequence of the infinite hori

zon, nominal stability can be guarantied for most cases. Only in case the model is non minimum

phase and constraints on the output are applied, can the control system get unstable. Furthermore,

because of the use of three weighing matrices in the quadratic criterion, we are able to tune the

controller such that both the input and output behaviour are as optimal as possible.

The disturbance prediction method proposed in this thesis performs in most cases impressively

better than normal output feedback. Only if the output-error contains no determinism at all (white

noise), the performance with output error prediction does not increase. On the other hand, we

have not been able to place the method in such a situation that the performance of the prediction

method was noticeably worse than normal output-feedback.

Finally, we recommend to implement the developed LMPC controller in a real-time version to be

able to conclusively decide whether the new ideas and new features used in this controller are

really as advantageous as can be concluded from the results of the simulations discussed in this

thesis. In addition, more research could be directed to the use of the various tuning parameters in

the new MPC controller. A big advantage of the new MPC controller is the flexibility, but this

flexibility makes the tuning of the controller more difficult to understand. One possibility to re

duce the complexity of the tuning is to place a sort of Expert System between the user and the

controller. Other possibilities for future work are some aspects of the disturbance prediction

method: more research needs to be performed on the constraints and on the filtering effect of the

length of the error-window.
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Appendix A

MAC versus LMPC
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Fig. Al: SpUtter simulation with ref.=O.7 and S=O.
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Refluxflow Reboiler steamflow
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Fig. A2: Splitter simulation with re!=0. 7 and S={0.5;0.5J.
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Appendix B

Performance figures for the disturbance
prediction method

Tabell: Results of the statie disturbanee predietion simulations without weighing.

perf. index stdev. mean
prediction no pred. prediction no pred. prediction no pred.

signal1 0.2998 0.6392 0.2778 0.2836 94.4103 94.4082

signal2 0.1066 0.7580 0.0605 0.1453 94.3787 94.3735

signaI 3 0.0006 0.3462 0.0001 0.0669 94.3766 94.3612

signal4 20.3146 18.0000 4.5867 5.8221 92.8178 92.4822

Tabel 2: Results ofthe statie disturbanee predietion simulations with weighing.

perf. index stdev. mean

prediction no pred. prediction no pred. prediction no pred.

signal1 0.6858 0.8932 0.2988 0.3102 94.4339 94.4321

signal2 0.5050 1.1091 0.1094 0.2131 94.3761 94.3686

signal3 0.0827 0.4260 0.0162 0.0825 94.3734 94.3573

signal4 19.7761 18.2627 3.9627 4.4472 93.0408 92.9995

Tabel 3: Results ofthe dynamie disturbanee predietion simulation.~ with weighing.

perf. index stdev. mean
prediction no pred. prediction no pred. prediction no pred.

signal1 0.4409 0.8932 0.2954 0.3102 94.4302 94.4321

signal2 0.1469 1.1091 0.0686 0.2131 94.3822 94.3686

signal3 0.0039 0.4260 0.0085 0.0825 94.3765 94.3573

signal4 18.5579 18.2627 3.9627 4.4472 93.0408 92.9995

Tabel 4: Results ofthe dynamie disturbanee predietion simulations with weighing and delays.

perf. index stdev. mean

orediction noored. orediction noored. orediction noored.

signal1 2.7787 3.4786 0.7186 0.7210 94.6183 94.6216

signaI 2 0.7259 1.8461 0.1364 0.2540 94.3626 94.3698

signaI 3 1.1414 2.7606 0.3372 0.6539 94.3815 94.3665

signal4 27.9543 26.9386 4.9625 4.8233 92.9377 92.9841
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Plots of the disturbance-prediction
simulations
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Splitter simulation serie 17:
statie "time-series" output error estimation with delay [dY1 dy2l=[1 1] without
weighing.
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Splitter simulation serie 18:
statie "time-series" output error estimation with delay [dY1 dy2l=[1 1] with
weighing.
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Splitter simulation serie 20:
Dynamic "time-series" output error estimation with delay [dY1 d~=[11]
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Splitter simulation serie 21 :
Dynamic "time-series" output error estimation with delay [dy1 dy21=[5 10]
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Industrial process simulation
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Appendix D

SETP~/NTIt:R·}..i

The solution of the quadratic criterion

Solving the quadratic criterion

Goal:

Determine the solution of:

2

F = XJ+3QXk+3+L(xJ+j CTQCxk+j +uJ+jRuk+j + fuiJ+jSiluk+)
j=O

with:

(d.l)

or: (d.2)

Derivation:

Substitute (d.2) in (d.l) and rewrite F:

F = Xi+3QXk+3 + xi (0 - ATQA)xk + xi+, (Q - ATQA)xk+1 + Xi+2 (Q - ATQA)Xk+2 +

+ uiRUk + Ui+l Ruk+1 + Ui+2 Ruk+2 +

+ (Uk - Uk_I f S(Uk - Uk_I)+ (Uk+1- Uk f S(Uk+1 - Uk)+ (Uk+2 - Uk+1f S(Uk+2 - Uk+l )

F = (A 3xk +A2BUk +ABuk+1+ BUk+2fQ(A 3xk +A2Buk +ABuk+1 + BUk+2) +

+ X~(Q-ATQA)xk + (Axk+Bukf(Q-ATQAXAxk+Buk) +

+ (A 2xk +ABuk + Buk+1f (Q -ATQAXA2Xk +ABuk + Buk+I)+

+ uiRuk + Ui+IRuk+1 + Ui+2Ruk+2 + uiSuk -U~_ISUk -uiSuk_1+U~_ISUk-l +

+ U;+ISUk+1 - uiSUk+1- U;+ISUk + uiSUk + Ui+2SUk+2 - ui+!SUk+2- U;+2SUk+1 + Ui+ISUk+1
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T 3T - 3 T 3T - 2 T 3T - T 3T -
F = xkA QA Xk +xkA QA BUk +xkA QABuk+1 +xkA QBUk+2+

T T 2T- 3 T T 2T- 2 T T 2T- T T 2T-+ ukB A QA xk +ukB A QA BUk +ukB A QABuk+1 +ukB A QBUk+2 +
T T T- 3 T T T- 2 T T T- T T T-

+ Uk+1B A QA xk +Uk+1B A QA BUk +Uk+IB A QABuk+1+Uk+IB A QBUk+2 +
T T- 3 T T- 2 T T- T T-

+ Uk+2B QA Xk +Uk+2B QA BUk +Uk+2B QABuk+1+Uk+2B QBUk+2+
T- T T- T T- T T- T T- T T-

+ XkQXk - xkA QAxk +xkA QAxk +ukB QAxk +xkA QBuk +ukB QBuk +

_ x TA 2T QA 2x _uTBTA TQ-A 2x _xTA 2T Q-ABu _uTBTATQ-ABu +k k k k k k k k
T 2T- 2 T 2T- T 2T-+ xkA QA Xk +xkA QABuk +xkA QBUk+1+
T T T- 2 T T T- T T T-

+ ukB A QA xk +ukB A QABuk +ukB A QBuk+1+
T T- 2 T T- T T-

+ Uk+1B QA Xk +Uk+IB QABuk +uk+,B QBuk+1+
T 3T - 3 T 3T - 2 T 3T -- xkA QA Xk -xkA QA BUk -xkA QABuk+1+
T T 2T- 3 T T 2T- 2 T T 2T-- Uk B A QA xk - Uk B A QA BUk - Uk B A QABuk+1 +
T T T- 3 T T T- 2 T T T-

- Uk+1B A QA xk -Uk+1B A QA BUk -Uk+IB A QABuk+1 +

+ u;Ruk + U;+IRuk+1 + U;+2Ruk+2 + u;Suk -U;_ISUk -U;SUk_1+uL1sUk_1+

+ u;+,SUk+1-U;SUk+1 -U;+ISUk +u;Suk +U;+2SUk+2 -U;+ISUk+2 -U;+2SUk+1 +u;+,SUk+1

T( T- )u T( T T- )u T T 2T- T T-F=uk B QB+R+2·S k +uk BA QB-S k+1 +ukB A QBUk+2+2·ukB QAxk -2'Suk_, +

T ( T- )u T ( T- )u T ( T T-)u T T- 2+ Uk+1 B QAB-S k +Uk+1 B QB+R+2·S k+1 +Uk+1 B A QB-S k+2 +2·uk+I B QA xk +

T T- 2 T ( T- )u T ( T- )u T T- 3+ Uk+2B QA BUk +Uk+2 B QAB-S k+l +Uk+2 B QB+R+S k+2 +2'Uk+2B QA xk

BTATQB-S

BTQB+R+2·S

BTQAB-S
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Solving the quadratic criterion with output-error prediction (Yp)

Goal:

Determine the solution of:

2

F =Xi+3QXk+3 +2,« CXk+j + Yp,k+j t Q(CXk+j +YP,k+j)+ Ui+jRuk+j + ~ui+jS~Uk+j )(d.3)
j=O

with:

Derivation:

Rewrite (d.3) into:

or: (dA)

Substitute (dA) and rewrite F:

T- (T ( 1 )T)tn T- XI) (T (-I )T\{n T- X -I )F = Xk+3QXk+3+ xk + ~Yp,k \Q-A QA Xk+~YP.k + Xk+l + C Yp.k+1 j\Q-A QA Xk+1+C Yp,k+1 +

( T (I )T\{n T- X -I )+ Xk+2+ ~ Yp.k+2 j\Q - A QA Xk+2+ C Yp.k+2 +

+ uJRUk + UJ+IRuk+1 + UJ+2 Ruk+2 +

+ (Uk -uk-1fS(uk-Uk_I)+(Uk+1-ukfS(Uk+I-Uk)+(Uk+2 -Uk+1fS(Uk+2-Uk+l)

F = XJ+3QXk+3+xJ(Q -ATQA)xk +xJ(Q -ATQApIYp'k +(~IYp.J(Q -ATQA)xk + (C-1YP.kt (Q -ATQA)~lYp.k +

+XJ+I(Q -ATQA)xk+1 + XJ+l(Q -ATQA)C-1Yp'k+1 +(~IYP.k+lt (Q -ATQA)xk+1 +(~IYP,k+lt (Q -ATQA)~IYp.k+1 +

+XJ+2(Q -A
T
QA)xk+2 +XJ+2(Q -A

T
QA)C-

1
Yp.k+2 + (~IYp,k+2t(Q-A

T
QA)Xk+2+ (C-'YP.k+2t (Q -A

T
QAp

I
Yp'k+2 +

+ uJRUk + UJ+IRuk+1 + UJ+2Ruk+2 +

+ (Uk - Uk-1f S(Uk - Uk_I)+ (Uk+1- ukfS(Uk+1- Uk)+ (Uk+2-Uk+1fS(Uk+2- Uk+l)
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(
3 2 )T-( 3 2 )F = A xk + A BUk + ABuk+1+ BUk+2 Q A xk + A BUk + ABuk+1 + BUk+2 +

SETPf4l/NTIIW·Z.i

+ x:(Q -ATQA)xk +x:(Q -ATQAF1Yp,k +(C-1Yp,J (Q -ATQA)xk +(C1Yp,J (Q -ATQA)c-IYp,k +

+(Axk + BuJ(Q -ATQAXAxk+Buk) +(Axk + BuJ(Q -ATQA)C1Yp,k+l + (C1YP,k+lt (Q -ATQAXAxk+ Buk)+

+ (C1YP,k+lt(Q -ATQAF1Yp,k+1 +

+ (A2xk + ABuk + Buk+,f(Q -ATQAXA2xk +ABuk + BUk+l)+ (A 2xk+ABuk + Buk+1f(Q -ATQAF1Yp,k+2 +

+ (C-1YP,k+2t(Q -ATQAXA2xk+ABuk + Buk+l) + (C1YP,k+2t(Q - ATQA)c-IYp,k+2 +

+ u:Ruk + u:+IRuk+1+ u:+2Ruk+2+ u:Suk -U:_1SUk-U:SUk_1+U:_1SUk_1+

+ U[+ISUk+1 - u[SUk+1 - U[+ISUk + U:SUk + U[+2SUk+2 - u[+!SUk+2- U:+2SUk+1+ U[+ISUk+1

T 3T- 3 T 3T- 2 T 3T- T 3T-
F = xkA QAxk+xkA QA Buk+xkA QABuk+l+xkA QBUk+2+

+ uTBTA2T Q-A3x +uTBTA2T Q-A2Bu +uTBTA2T Q-ABu +uTBTA2T Q-Bu +k k k k k k+1 k k+2

+ u:+IBTATQA3xk+u:+IBTATQA2Buk+U[+IBTATQABuk+1+U[+IBTATQBuk+2+
TT-3 TT-2 TT- TT-

+ Uk+2B QA Xk + Uk+2B QA BUk + Uk+2B QABuk+1 + Uk+2B Q BUk+2+

T- T T- T- I T T- _I (1 )T- (-I )T T-+ XkQXk - xkA QAxk+XkQCYp,k- xkA QAC Yp,k+ CYp,k Qxk - C Yp,k A QAxk

+ (C1YP,ktQC-1Yp,k - (C1YP,kt ATQACIYp,k +
T T- T T- T T- T T-+ xkA QAxk+ukB QAxk+xkA QBuk+ukB QBuk +

_ xTA2T Q-A2x _uTBTATQA2x _xTA2TQ-ABu -uTBTATQ-ABu +k kk k k kk k
T T- -I T T- I T 2T- 1 T T T- 1

+ xkA QC Yp,k+1 +ukB QC Yp,k+I-XkA QAC Yp,k+I-UkB A QAC Yp,k+1 +

+ (C-IYP,k+ltQAxk+ (C-1YP,k+ltQBuk - (C-1YP,k+lt ATQA2xk -(C-1YP,k+ltATQABuk +

(
I )T- 1 (1 )T T- 1+ C Yp,k+1 QC Yp,k+1 - C Yp,k+1 A QAC Yp,k+1

T 2T- 2 T 2T- T 2T-+ xkA QA Xk +xkA QABuk+xkA QBuk+1+
T T T- 2 T T T- T T T-+ ukB A QA xk +ukB A QABuk +ukB A QBuk+1+
T T- 2 T T- T T-

+ uk+IB QA Xk+Uk+IB QABuk+uk+IB QBuk+l +
T 3T- 3 T 3T- 2 T 3T-- xkA QA xk-xkA QA BUk -xkA QABuk+1+

_ u[BTA
2T

QA3xk-u:BTA
2T

QA2Buk-u:BTA
2T

QABuk+\ +
T TT-3 T TT-2 T TT-

- Uk+IB A QA xk -Uk+IB A QA BUk -Uk+IB A QABuk+1+
T 2T- 1 T T T- I T T- I

+ xkA QC- Yp,k+2 + ukB A QC Yp,k+2 +Uk+IB QC Yp,k+2 +

T 3TQ-Ar-1 TBT 2T- C-I T T T- I- xkA \.,. Yp,k+2 -Uk A QA Yp,k+2 -Uk+IB A QAC Yp,k+2 +

+ (C
1
Yp,k+2tQA

2
xk+(C-

1
YP,k+2tQABuk+(C1Yp,k+2tQBuk+1+

- (C1YP,k+2tATQA3xk-(C1YP,k+2t ATQA2Buk-(C1Yp,k+2tATQABuk+1+

( _I )T- I (I)T T- _I+ C Yp,k+2 QC Yp,k+2 - C Yp,k+2 A QAC Yp,k+2 +

+ u[RUk + U[+I RUk+1+ U[+2Ruk+2 + U:SUk - U:_1SUk- u[SUk-I + u:_1SUk-I +

+ U[+ISUk+1 - u[SUk+1 - U[+ISUk + u[SUk + U:+2SUk+2- U:+1SUk+2- U:+2SUk+1 + U[+ISUk+1
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F =[Uot Uhl U.t+2]-

[

(BTQB+ R+2.S)u. +(BTATQB-S)ut+t + BTA,TQBut+, +2· BTQAx. -2·SuH +2'(BTQ - BTATQA)c"'Yp.t+1 +2 '(BTATQ- BTA,TQA )C"tyP"+']

(BTQAB-S)u. + (BTQB+ R+2'S)u'+t +(BTATQB-S)u.+, +2' BTQA'x. +2 .(BTQ - BTATQA)c"\.t+,

BTQA'Bu. + (BTQAB-S)u.+, + (BTQB+ R+ S)ut+, +2· BTQA'x.

BTATQB-S

BTQB+R+2·S

BTQAB-S
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Appendix E

The implementation of the LMPC controller in
Simulink

O+-~ x(n+1)=Ax(n)+Bu(n)
y(n)=Cx(n)+Du(n)

feedforw. dist.

r-----.I x(n+1)=Ax(n)+Bu(n) 1--_--+/
y(n)=Cx(n)+Du(n)

Plant
Contr. var.

mani. var.

setpoint
measured dist.

I+----------l 1
ref. traject

1+-----11

Feedforward enable
1+-------------l1

Constraint definition
I+----------l 1

Tuning parameters

Initial conditions
MPC controller

Fig. E.]: SIMUUNK block diagram ofthe LMPC controller.
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.A~ B~ C,,;. plant model • x,,: In~lal plant state • Q. dynamic output welghing • u,,;,,: minimum input value •Y; output target .L,.: Kalman • Y,,: process output
•A. 8" 0.: disturbance model • x,.: In~ial disturbance state • R: dynamic input weighing • u",..: maximum input value •Y..,: relerence trajectory .4: oulput step • d: leedforwarl! dis!.

• u,,: initial Input •s: dynamle Input welghlng •u-: maximum input value •Y.....: statie output priorities • Lr Input step
• N: control horizon •Y...: minimum output value • tRY. statie Input IRVs
• M. constraint window •y_: maximum output value
• 0.,: statie output weighing

------------------ ----------- ---------------- ------------------ ------- ----------- 1-------

lset-plnt \ 'Tuning \ fLmpc-'il \

~
Checks the consistency In

I
....... Checks the slze of the tuning Sets the lIlter parameters lor

\he slze ol the plant model parameters. Adjusts them ft
1-.+

the three types ol finering. D
matrices. necessary end makes the deslgnates no IIner. L. =1 Is

statie parameters aqual te \he specIfIcatJon lor normel
\he dynamic ones ft no statie
oarameters are soecilled.

IFeedforw\ hniLcnd \ 'eonstrai \

~
Checks the consistency In I Checks the size of the Inhial Checks the size of the con·
the slze of the leedlorward 1-.+ conditions lor the slates and stralnts. Scalar arguments
dlsturbance model matrlces. the input. Ddeslgnates a zero 4 will ba elCPanded Into vectors

vector of the approprlate of approprlate size. Use the
slze. empty matrix D" aeonstralnt

variabIe Is unwarrted.

------------------------------------------------------------------- - -- ----------------------

,
Ta /he next paqe
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From Ihe previous page

/Lmpc \
• Augment Ihe plant model wilh

Ihe reterence Irajectory model
IChcl<..tun\and the leedlorward <lstur-

bancemodel . Adjusts Ihe tuning para-
meters to 1I1e size ol \he Setup qp\augmenled model.

Computes Ihe H, G, F end Z
matrices lor the OP:
uTHu+2uT(G",-Fu..•+ZC-'y...)
For unstable systems, the
basis lor \he equality
constraint on Ihe unstable

Iconscm~
--" Computes the Lmatrix lor

.... Ihe equaiityAnequality
constralnts ol Ihe OP:

.Computa 1I1e measured L«,> ,=)1
output error

• Computa Ihe correc1lon lactor
'Target \lor \he output step-dstuobence

method Computes the steady stale
• Computa 1I1e correcUon lactor value lor Ihe output based onlor Ihe input step-dlstuobance

\he setpoint and the step-
me1hod distuobance correc1lon... lactors. The values are

computed according to Ihe
output prlorlties If specIfied.

• Shift 1I1e constralnts and Ihe Therealter, 1I1e manlpulated
states according to 1I1e cam- variables are placed as close
puted staady-state values. as posslble to 1he Ideal

• Solve regulator problem I1 no
constraInIs are applled:
u=-<nv(H)·(Gx.rF(Uo-u.)-ZC··y..,)

.11 constraints are applied, try 10
IConst ve \salve \he constraint regulator

problem. ff na soluUon cen ba Computes \he I vector lor 1I1e
IOlA"Id, 1I1e slart 011l1e con- equailtyflllequaJity constrainls
slraJnt window Is shllted, end 011l1eOP:
the constralnt matrix and - L«,>, =) I
vector win ba recomputed. Recompute 1I1e vector II Ihe

start ol \he constraInt wlndow

/Lmpc_qp \
Computas \he optimaI values
lor 1I1e manipulated varIabIes
by solvlng Ihe dynsmlc qp.
The solution has 10 be wilhln

Iconscma\ \he constralnls defined by 1he

----.. Re-cornputes 1I1e Lmatrix for Iunctlons consLve end
const_ma. Lmpc_qp sends a

Ihe equalityAnequallty message to Impc_m I1 no
constralnls of Ihe OP: optimaI soluUon cen be
L«,> ,=)1
If Ihe start ol Ihe constraJnt

• Compute \he next states for wlndow Is shifted.
the different state space
modeIs.
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